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CHAPTER I
THE MILITARY OCCUPATION OF HAITI
BY THE UNITED STATES
The treaty to establish a protectorate over .
~~~~~----;iHa~:t~i~~s-an-o-th-e:r

etepoy the United States in th$

Americanization of the ·Caribbean area.
tension~

have become a fixed policy of

ment of State.

TheeQ

Q:;c-.

th~ DQp~:t't ...

The Republicans and Democrats

heart~

ily support the United States government in her program of expansion.

Protests will continue, but once

.the United States gets in, she will stay in,

Al-

ready she lias gone far from the position that she
occupied when she firs·t went in.

The United States

has always had a policy of expansion from tho early
oo~oni~l

period.

She has extended control west,

south, and north to secure fields for our population and commercial interests,

In the brief period

since the Spanish-American War, the United States
has made rapid strides in the Caribbean area.

Most

of these republics have a large proportion of white
blood, but Haiti is the black republic.

White men

have been able to hold land or become citizens only

2

since 1899.1

In Haiti, a white man is looked upon

~-=-==
~

with prejudice, just as the Americans look upon the
Negro.

This fact raises a great problem in the con-

trol of the United States over Haiti.
Political conditions in Haiti have grown steadily
·worse.

The last presidents have held office

than a year.

~llere

fo~le~s~s~·----~

has 'beeu a continuoua revolution,

How can a nation advance under these conditions?
But these conditions always make for foreign interference.

Leaders proclaimed themselves presidents,

kings, and emperors, and assume titles of King Henry I,
'

etc.

The, government, before American intervention,

was usually under the control of one man, tho success ..
ful revolutionist.

Constitutions were adopted, but

since their provisions were ignored they were of
little importance.

The president was elected for

seven years by the national assembly, which consisted
of a Chamber and Senate. 2 He was not immediately
eligible for reelection.

The president governed

through a cabinet responsible to the Chamber and
\

·}

Senate.

The French codes and the French system of

justice were used.

In theory, the Haitian government

1 "Haiti", The America.~ation Series, No. 11, 7.
2 R. L. Buell, .J!>-JJ_iim.§]'j..Q._?.ll_.9.9J'.!l~jion _pf Haitj., Vol. V,
327.

·.~--
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was parliamentary, but in practice it was dictatorial.
The term of the president did not depend upon the
constitution, but upon his military power.

Furthermore,

as a result of dishonesty and corruption, money was
lacking for governmental expenses.

picion were in the mind of every
Tbero were a
Haitian finances,

~reat

Public money was

Haitia~.

many diffioultiap in

th~

Loans had been rnade ft'om France,

but Haiti could not pay them back,

The.National Bank

of Haiti has been a branch o:f the National Uity Bank
of New York since 1910..

The New York Bank had made

a loan through the banlt of Haiti to the Haitian government.

The National City Bank wanted better security,

so it tried to bring pressure to bear upon the Haitian
government to induce it to ask the United States to
come in and help Haiti to solve her prqblerns.

The

authorities at Washington were also anxious to intervene because foreign countries couldn't collect on
their loans and they were going to come into

Haiti~

The United States tried to control the Haitian finances
but all attempts were futile.

At this time, political

conditions wore at a very low ebb.

Presidents lasted

4

'

only a few months.

Leaders were executed.

The only

thing they needed in Haiti to make the revolution complete was the "French Guillotine."
The natural resources of Haiti are said to be of
great value, but tlleir development has onlybagun.
Haiti

depen~s

mostly upon her rich soil

tural products.

~nd

agricul-

She bas a very large population to

support; sbe bas two million people in Haiti, and abe
has 196 inhabi tante· to the squar·e mile.

It ie one of

the most thickly populated of the American states.
But the oommerci.::tl development has been hindereQ. by
pl~gues,

revolutions and bad financial mQnagement.

No gold has ever bee'n coined, a.nd the silver pieces
which •ere issued have gone.

The actual currency

is United States gold which stays in the country,
due to the fact tha.t all export taxes and a percent ...
age of the import duties have to be paid in gold.
Along with the gold

cu~rency

is the irredeemable

paper bills.
During revolutions the import duties are whatever
the customs officer collects or accepts.

The govern-

ment is cheated of the large proportion of the returns ·
from the custom house.

;_; ___ _

Trade statistics are often

':

--------
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unobtainable and unreliable.
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Due to her recent revolutions, foreign trade has
bee~

on a decline.

Nearly all the male population had

been rectuited into the army, and few have been left
to work the soil.
still.

Agriculture has been at a stand ..

Economic ·conditions have been at the very

·bottom--no exports and all imports.

Coffee, the pre-

dominant export. had not been cultivated, but had been
gathered from the wild trees that bad been planted by
the French a long time before.

•8G,ooo;ooo

pounds of coffee.l

In 1906 Haiti exported
But Haiti had ceased to

export sugar and her treasury had become depleted,
Haitian sugar production also bas been hindered by the
tatiff policy of the United States.

Then. there has

been a general over . . production of sugar all over the
worldi

The Haitian constitution and general political

conditions had kept the European nations from getting
land,

So, the negro peasants were illiterate, back ..

ward, but were happy and contented; whites bad not
dominated them.

They had produced enough forthemselves

only; consequently, Haiti had to import manufactured

329.

6

'q---

goods.

She had become a large importer and a small ex~
~

p.-----

porter.
Social life and society were very backward in
Haiti.

Old customs and beliefs continued to reign

over the country.
the

imporv~nce

In theory the Haitians recognized

of education, whionthG con at i tut-ion

made compulsory.l

The country supported a meaioal

and a. law school, and tlle government tried to follow
the French educational system.

Important educational

work was carried on by the Catholics and their 700
priests; furthermore, a few protestant churches
carried on educational work.
Education was largely

confine~

to the towns •.

The country was agricultural, and education was liter ..
ary rather than agri<m.ltural and vocational.

Education

created a large space between the towns and the
literate peasants.

il~

I might say that the inadequate

· educational faoili ties was one of the most important
causes of uprisings and revolutions.
populations have turned out men.

But our city

Mr. Leger, the Haitian

7

,~

c----

Ambassado~ to Washington, says: 1

The sons of former slaves are today's lawyers, doctors, surgeons, architects, engineers, sculptors, chemists, skilled artisans, shrewd business men; some of them,
without being million~ires, live on large
inoomee.
:Sut the illi't!f!lrta.te group is still backward and
superstitio~s.

Whe peasants hold the

their saored religion.

voo~oo

They also have the

fires", the "Petro saorif'ioe", the

"Ou.ang~"

rites,

"seore~

oba,rm,

tb,e "goat ... a:ry girl cry", and the God incarnate.
Dr. J.

c, DOX'sainvil of r:ort ... Au-Prinoe, Haitian

philologist and Histori.a.n has made a long study of
this and says;
The word "voodoo" comes from "vea.u-dor"
(golden calf), also it was a cult of the
golden snake. The voodoo cul·t is very important in Haiti. The ~olonists tolerated
all the noises of the dances of the slaves,
but feared the voodoo ceremonies. They
feared the mysterious air and· fea!'ed that i·t
might be a powerfu~ element of cohesion
among the natives. They were not mistaken,
for the spirit of the revolutions ~prings
out from the bosom of the voodoo ceremony,
The voodoo religion has its Gods just as the
old Roman and Greek religions did,
strong hold upon the natives.

Even the 1oman Catholic

religion cannot penetrate it.

The only force that can

1 R. L .• ,Buell,

II,

It has taken a

op.cit. 331

~--------
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''

penetrate it is the United States Marines.
peasants dislike military power.

The

They pray to their

Gods to relieve them of their troubles.

But shall

a country in the midst of the great civilizations
around her stay illi t ers.te and backward?

unsanitary and unclean.

Tbere are

There are no moder:p .im-

pr.ovements to speak of l;;lnd Haiti oontinuas to stay
in a backward state.

Furtbennore, the peasants

refuse any intervention that will advance and im ...
prove their conditions.

Why should a. country like

Haiti tolerate human sacrifices to the Gods of Yoodoo in the· national _palace where the Senate and
Chamber meet?
help

~lihem

Let us educate these peoples and

to bring themselves up to the demands

of society.

'

'f;-----

;::;-·-·-
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·~
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CHAPTER II
~---=----

FO~EIGN

INTERESTS IN HAITI

B--=--=--

France had been in Haiti for a long time precedi
f .. ,·

ing tho intervention by the Vnited States, By the
t.re~ty of~Ryewioi of 1697, 1 Spain coded the we~te~n
part of B.ai t:l. to France.
to 1905,

Fr~uch

Duri :ng the pe r~od from 1825

plante·rs developed

estate~

ooco.a and coffee, ll.nd soon became weal thy.

of SU$a.r,
Th~

French

government aided the French settlers by building irrigat ion canals and roads.

iUs o, there \tare many French-

men in the cities and rural districts of Haiti.

The

French were partially dri van out by Tousse.int Louverture, and he defeated a French
tablish 'control in Haiti.

attem~t

to re-es•

Furthermore, Haiti was

under the constant fear that France would return at
any time to establish control.

Haiti owed a vast

sum of money to France, and J110St o:t the Haitian revenues went towards the payment of the French debts.
The frequent revolutions and uprisings, along with
the corruption and dishonesty, afforded an excellent
1

R.

L. Buell, M!er~ca:!!_Occupation of Haiti, Vol~
327.

v,
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opportunity 'to foreign invasion and control.

More-

over, foreign business men took opportunity of the
revolutions

by

making demands for 'compensations for

damage done to them during the revolutions.
In order to meet all the unpaid bills and to pay
wb:J.cb was :not baoked by gold.

The liaitian government

ieeued internal loans, an.d also bol.. rowed money from
the nation·a.l Bank of Haiti,

The Hai t:lan government

also borrowed money from the French banks.

There

were several "'lira.nsactions for loans in raris, but each
one sent Haiti further into debt.

The French banks

and merchants took their share, and Haiti received
very 1 it tle of the loan.
In.l680, French capitalists were allowed by the
Haitian government to establish the National Bank of
.Haiti, which was to be the official government
treasury.

This bank accepted deposits of public

funds and made payments at the direction of the govern•
ment):

Furthermo:t."G, this bank was corrupt and attempted

to defraud the Haitian people of their money.

'1 R·. L.· Bue 11·,

2.P• cit.· 333

The

ll
f·

o-----

bank also contracted two more loans; dividing the

=-----

~:=----;-

amount among merchants, officials and the Haitian
gove~nment.
I

I

Very little of this money was used for

improvements, but rather to pay off othe:r debts.
Furthermore, Haiti had to t:ra.de with France, as
a guarantee of the debts.
~he

National Bank of E:aiti fa.iled; t;o it wae re-

organized.

It was to be a French £tock company and

had a. monopoly of issuing paper money, and·coina.ge
of mone;;r.

The bank charged Haiti $lOO,QOO yearly to

handle government finances,
~he

United States protested against the establish-

ment of a monopoly by the French in Haiti,

~he

United

states believed that: 1
it was very unwise for the Haitian government to place in the han d.s of private com:..
panies sovereign powers, because if' these
powers were not properly exercised, or if
their exercise became unduly onerous for
the Haitian government, the latter could
n6t undertake to redress abuse without
running the risk of a diplomatic intervention. The bank commission and other
privileges were regarded as excessive.
Alto get her the United Sta,tes expressed its
entire disapproval of the proposed contract,
so prejudic-ial to American interests, so
disastrous to the sovereignty of Haiti
and so u.njust in its operation in .regard. to
the people and governn:ent. of Haiti.
JR•. L~ }?uell, op.cit.

340

~

--

P------
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These ideas followed the pre-war policy of expansion of France, l1u.t th·e United States was not to
be outdone.

Secretary of State Knox requested several

New York bankers to visit Haiti, and the result was
that they purchased shares of the capi te.l stock.
Three 4tner:J.ca.ne became the board o:f' directors of
t}le National Eonk of Haiti.

FurtlHlrrnore,

beoame the Vio G... prQiilident and the

But the United States was in

man~ger
con~tant

i~tnerioans

of the bEmk.
fear tbat

foreign interests would intervene in Haiti, on ac ..
oount of the revolutionary internal conditions~ and
because of financial reasons. 1 Furthermore, intervention would affect the position of the United
States in the Panama. Canal.

France was interested

in the island for financial reasons; but Germany was
not to be outdone.

Germany and the American-Hamburg

line contrcilled about·9o percent of the foreign trade
in Haiti.

French and German vessels paid :frequent visits·

to llAi ti.

Ther.e were rumors in 1911 that German

steamship companies had acquired coaling stations in
Raiti.
Secretary Knox of the Department of State, made

lR
.1.

•

L,. Buell, _!he American Occupation of Haiti, Vol. V•

342.
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a

st~ong

opposition on the grounds that Germany

would u.se these coaling stations du:ring the war.

Ger-

man firms were supported by the German g<>vernment in
maintaining coaling ·stations.

In other words. Germany

was continuing her imperialistic policies in the
~"'+!_:~'-----~~---c-'E:a-r±-'l:r'trEra-n

area as well as Northern Africa.

This

policy was against the provisions of the :Monroe Doo ...
trine, and the policy o£ the United States to keep
European .powers from encroaching upon the small
powers of the Caribbean. On July 25, 1914 1 the
German minister sent the followin.g message to the
state department:
In view of the G·erman economic interests
in Haiti, Germany could not give up its
claims to participate in customs control
if it were established by the American
government.
·:Germany's aims were well in view; she
joint occupation.

wan ted

So, at the outbreak of the

World. War, the Uni tad Sta.tes feared tba t Germany

would have a submarine base in Haiti.

Secretary

Lansing stated that:
The United States occupied Haiti because
of a desire to forestall any attempt by a
foreign power to obtain a foothold on the
territory of an American nation which, if
a seizure of customs control by such a

i R.

L:Bu~ll~

op.cit. 343

"

~
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~---

power had occurred, or if a grant of a coaling
station or naval baee had been obtained,
would have most certainly been a menace
to the peace of the Western Hemisphere,
and in fl!lgrant defiance of tlle Monroe
Doctrine.l
So, the United States did not ask other powers
Germany against France and England; so that put a
stop to all

_;id$as

of jo;l,nt interventiQn by Qermany,

France a.nd the United States.
The Dutch were also interes.ted in E.aiti, but
they were not like t.heir neighbors, France and Germany.

~he

Lutch were great traders and were interested

in the trade of the island.
in the Haitian

Dutch traders lived

and the conditions and upris-

citi~s.

ings were also displeasing to the Dutch.

But the

Dutch were not as vitally interested as .the Germans
and the French.

They did not take pert in the affairs

of .the B.ai tian government --the economic affairs, nor
the affairs of the Bank of Haiti.

Furthermore, most

of the Dutch traders were of Dutch origin, but were
protected and worked under the German Government.
The small nation of Syria had her people in
Haiti, and they played a large part in the retail
1 Report, Senate

Inve,g~j,ga.tine_Com.,
r·~

., :

,

.•
~

'

. ·.

;'

:·

No. '794, 32.

~

~-------
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business.

1

They bought the goods from the German

merchants, and then peddled their wares in the country
districts.

The Germans cha.rged a high price for Ger-

man goods a.nd it 'brought dissatisfaction and oppoaition
from the Syrians.

However, they found.out that they

could buy more cheaply from the United States, and they
'~~~~--&rd~so~.--The

Syrians were very shrewd business men; con-

sequently they were now disliked by their competit ore,
especially the Germans.
There were only a few hundred Syrians in Haiti,

bu.t in 1912 •. the government )Jrought legislation against
ther..J.

The Syrians claim that this legislation was ·

instigated by the German merchants and traders. The
legislati on 2 forced ;Jyrian trade1•s, engaged la.rgely ·
ill the retail trade, to leave the country,

In May,

1912, a French cruiser arrived to protect the Syrians,
but they went to the English Island of Jamaica.

I

think tha.t this act was a. bad move on the part of
Haiti, for very few immigrants came to Haiti.

It also

was harmful to the economic interests of the country.
However, since the American occupation, many of the
Syrians have retu:rned to Haiti.

1 Ann~_Qf_~mer.ig~n A~ademy, Vol. 99-101, 118.
2 R. L. Buell, .American Occupation_ of Haiti ... Vol. V, 331.
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CHAPTER III
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H

ESTABLISHMENT OF

R-----

AMERIC~N

MILITARY CONTROL
For over a year before American occupation, the
negoti~te

~oul4'

a treaty with tho Haitian Republic,

wb~oh

have pluoed the oollsotion of ouetome in the

·hands of the 4tnerioa.n government.
disputes between the Haitian and

Bu.t there

w~re

Amorio~ govern~

mente; the disputes between the Haitian government
and the National Bank of Haiti and the !rational Rail ..
road Company.
During the months of June and July, 1915, a

re~

volutionary movement developed in the North against
Presid.ant Sam.

A large number of the President's

opponents were confined in prison, and were usually
murdered

by

the keeper of the prison.

The people

considered this action of the President as wholesale
murder; so they invaded t'he French legation, where
the President had sought safety.

The mob murdered

President Sam, tearing his body to pieces, e.nd
marched through the streets of the capitol with the

17
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parts of his body.
.

At this point, the U.

s. s.

Washington arrived

under the command of Admiral Caperton.
force of sailors and marines
and order in the city.
"""/~-~~c-:----~----.:~e;rnred-.~:aut-tl:i.e

~hey

tire,

sai~ors

land~d,

A large

a.nd kept peace

Revolutionary bands were dis ..
e.nd the marines did not re-

conducted the elections and

~lected

candidates wbom they forwarded.
After the $leotion,

th~

American State Department

urged a treaty with the :S:ai tian governmQttt to the effect
that the collection of the customs should be in the
hands of an American appointed by the President of
the United StateB; furthermore, a financial adviser
should be appointed by the President of the United
States.

The treaty also provided for a gendarmerie

manned by Haitians, but officered by Americans
appointed by the United States.

The United States

also demanded control over sanitation and public
works. 1
Admiral Caperton seized the custom houses and
began to collect revenues, which he deposited in
1 Senate, 67th Cong., 2nd Sese., B.eport no. 794, 31.

~-=--=-::-_-=-
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the National Bank of Haiti, from which the services
of .the government officials were paid..

The Treaty

was approved by the Haitian cabinet in the early
part of September, 1915, but there was a grea.t deal
of opposition to it in the National Assembly.

~~~~~~----------~--~--------------------~------------------~~~~---

In order to force ratification, the United
.

I

States refused to pay the i,Overnment officials li!alaries.
~he

United States oontinuod financial pressure upon

Haitia.n officials.

On the eve of the final vote

Admiral Caperton stated to the President of Haiti: 1
If the tre.aty were not rs.tified, the United
States has the intention to retain control
of Haiti until the desired end is accomplished, and that it wi 11 forthwith proceed
to the complete pacification of Haiti.
Haiti ratified the treaty, and the United Ste.tes
took control of fina.nce, gendarmerie, public works,
agriculture, health and sanitation .
. But let us think of the motives.
motive given for the
humanitarian.

~mericfm

The first

intervention was

Secretary of State Lansing states: 2

To terminate the appalling conditions
of anarchy, savagery a.nd oppression which
bad been prevalent in Haiti for decades,
l R. L. Buell, jmeric§Jl OC.Q.lrna.tio!L.Q..Lli§J ti, Vol. V, 346.
2 I bid. , 341.

19

and to undertake the establishment of domestic peace in tba Republic in order that the
great bu.lk of the popula.ti on, who ha.d been
downtrodden by dictators and the innocent
victims of repeated revolutions, should
enjoy a. prosperity and an economic and indue ..
trial development to which every people o:f
an American n~:t.tion are entitled.
Presid.ent Borno of tho Republic has
~

similar

po~nt

of view on this question.

exttr_efil_e,_e_d----~-.·

He

e,tates that:l
It is ueelu se to ma.ke hypocrit ica.l prot eets
against that treaty of 1915, which came to
us when we were on the brink of a bloody
chasm and saved us. It is useless to
condemn it as contrary to the dignity a.nd,
sovereignty of IIait$.1. The dignity and
. sovereignty of Haiti cannot possibly con ...
· sist in allowing political factions--whose
recruits, by the way, beloug to the minority--to have an absolute right to deliver
the Republic to the plagues of anarchy; to
inflict upon the nation, which s,t heart is
peaceful and industrious, an intolerable
regime of general confusion a.nd corruption.
The d.igni ty and sovereignty of Bai ti cannot
~onsist in the right to present to the
civilized world, in this twentieth century,
the unspeakable spectacle of scandalous
slavery hiding behind deceitful appearances
of universa.l suffrage and representative
chambers.
American intervention came to aid us in
putting an end to a painful situation which
could only have ended in final failure-in the fulfillment of all sarcastic prophecies of our race. That intervention, which
respects the liberty and independence of
our country, pr~sents for international
1

R. L .. Buell, Q.E.• cit. 341
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law a case of one of the most beneficient
applications of that high Christian duty of
assista.nce and mutual aid which is mandatory among nations as it is among men.

~

---

B =--=-·--

These two quoto.tions show us the first motive
of humanitarianism.
The second motive of tbe United States was to

~~~~~~~~----------~----~----~~~~--~~--~----~--~~

protect and promote American economic interests •
.Aniericans purchased some of the stock of the Bank
of Haiti with an American mt'l.nager.

Americans owned

the Haitian railway; they owned a. sugar will near
Port-au-Prince; they ovmed and opere.ted the electric
plants; they built a.nd operated the Port-au-Prince
wharf.

All in all, the Unit_ed States iuvestmen ts

totalled about $15.000,000~
The third motive was the reotive of safety,·
The policy of the Utiited States and the Monroe Doctrine is to keep foreign powers from colonizing in
the Western Hemisphere, especially Central America,
The United States wanted to control ·the .Caribbean
area; so she annexed, by the Spanish-American War,
Cuba and Porto-Rico.

She has advanced on the continent .

of Central .tilllerica by gett j.ng control over Nicaragua
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and Panama.

Furthermore, she bought the Virgin Is-

lands in 1916.

Then, the only lands left were Santo

Domingo and Haiti.

She received Santo Domingo and

proceeded to get Haiti.

These possessions of the

United States affOrd her an

e~oellent

defense and

So the mot 1 ves were three in numbe:r ... -huma.ni ..
tarian interoElts, eoonomio interee1ts, a.nd et'l"s.tegio
location, and those mot;l.vaa were enough, according
to the United :3tatus, to justify
the Republic of Haiti.

h~r

entrance into

However, the Haitians cle.imed

that the United States' entry into Haiti was illegal
according to international law, unless Haiti bad
violated obligations owed to the United States. 1
They point to the fact that lives of the foreigners
had not been periled or injured in the uprisings
and revolutions; that Haiti bad not defaulted or
deferred any pa.yment of debt that she owed to the
United States; that there was no danger of inter•
vention by Europea.n powers in 1915, had the 'United
States not intervened; that there is no article or
clause in the Monroe Doctrine that justifies
1

"Self Determining Haiti",

Na~ion,

Aug. 28, 1930, 19.
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American intervention in internal affairs of other

__

~~-
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Amerioan states; and that, finally, European intervention could have been guarded against by much less
drastic
tion.

me~ms,

by neutralization rather th!tn occupa-

Some critics also claim that

th~

revolutions

in llaiti were inatigatod. by the Uutip:rul.l City Ba.nkl
of !lew York a.nd the Gtate Depe.rtmGnt·
have a 'l,"i.laeon

:.fOl"

intervintion,

~n ord~r

In tbifi!

to

m~nnQr,

l{ational City Bank an American concern can

the

:t'urthe~

their interests in Haiti with the aid of thEI Unitecl
States Navy.

They also point out the fact that the
National City Bank and the l~ational Railway 2 had
agreed that in no case should disputes arising out
of their contracts be made the subject of diplomatic
controversy, but they should be submitted to arbi·

...

·'·

trators.
Critics ask why the United States did not make
use of these convent ions before occupying the island.
They also declare that it is hypocl"itical for the

United States to say that Haiti asked and consented
to the occupation by the United States when the
1 .'Op. cit •.·. 1·9.

2 Ibid., 19.
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United States used v.9,rious types of force in occupying the island.

I don't think that these arguments

.· 6----'-----

,

.....
·.

and criticisms are just.

~

E=--o

The United States may

·have taken the view that it is useless to tr~- to
..

arbitrate with e;overnmonts th~lt are unstable.
~~~~~~~~----=Iret-us-oome-t-o-th-e-a.c tual

and occupation.

mil~i-tary iu t erv en t 1 on

Several conferences were held be ..

tween. the United States and Haiti but no ;r:esult was
obtained.

On May, 1915, Paul Fuller wasl sent to

·Haiti. witb the title of Envoy Extraordinary.

on Way

22. he submitted the following proposa1. 2 ·
1. The United States will protect Haiti against

· all foreign attack,
2. The United States will assist Haiti to sup~
pree~s insurrections by the use of all forces

needed •.
3. Haiti agrees not to sell or lease Mole St.

Nicholas in any way to any foreign.government or
to the Nationals thereof.
4. Haiti agrees to enter into an arbitration
agreement for the settlement of foreign claims.
1
2

Annals of American Agadem;y, Vol. 99-101; 135.
Ibid., 135

·.-
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To this the Haitian Government responded that she

·j

J

would accept clauses one, three and four.

:II

a fifth to the effect that in case of a disagreement

'.

with reference to .this convention the difficulty should

·,

She added

~ ~-•--'--~~--:.:@.:::i::·~:::H=e~u:::_:;~::• f::~tate

··1

the entrance of Qa:pital to

U~iti

for bua:i,n@ss pUJ:'poses,

would aid in unifying the debt, in modif¥ing custom
guarantees, and in establishing reforms.

Also, if it

were necessary, American troops might be employed to
suppress insurrection and revolution in Haiti, but
they. shall be. retlred from Haitian territory at the
first request of constitutional authority.

Further

discussion of this question was prevented by another
reyolution.
On June, 1915, the French ship, Descartes, landed
soldiers in Haiti.

The United States was not to be

outdone; so she landed marines from the U.
Washington and Eagle.

s. s.

The United States took posses-

sion of the city with very little opposition.

At

the request of the State Department Admiral Caperton
was ordered to take charge of the custom houses, and

~=----=-----=
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to use the

rece~~ts

for organizing a police force;

.

t.,i---

~--------
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for public works, for the aid of the discharged soll.

'

diers and the starving peoples, and for the support
of the government.

This great humani taria,n measure

was done against the protestr:3 of the Haitian govern ..
me~t.

·A large part of the Haitian people.were sreat1y

pleased with the work of the United States, but the
bands of antagonists and the revolutionary bandtts,
which also included all sorts of criminals, lived in
the hills and mountains and gave opposition to the
United States whenever they co1,1ld,
against the United States?

Why were they

The reason is obvious,

It should not be forgotten that th.ese men lived by
theft and robbery, as a rule doing no work, and the
poor peasants have suffered through the loss of their
crops, stock and property at the hands of these criminals.

The polioy of the United States government.

has been to suppress these

ban~its;

consequently, she

has received a great deal of opposition from them.
But let us keep in mind what the United States
has to overcome in the way of obstacles.

Haiti is
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a country where a handfull of intelligent, educated
people control the great mass of ignorant people,

It

is a country where orators boast of overthrowing stll
invaders.

It is a land Where the peasants are all in-

. vaders •. It ;La a land where the peasants believe_thll_t._ _ _~"c---~

they are imm\l;ne :from bullets by their
l~~~e percent~ge

of Haiti•na is tired of these

and is ready to welcome any force

· .. peace and o-rder.

obarme~

th~t

a)be
;l~eaa

promises them

They fully expected the United States

to do this for them.

In fact, they expected the almost

impossible from the United States.
I

have already mentioned in the early part of

the chapter the methods that were used in the nego ...
tiation of the treaty.

However, I might add that the

American public did not know of the methods until the
Senate investigations in 1922. 1
The terms of.the 1915 convention 2 provided that
the United States would aid Haiti in the development
of its resources and in the firm establishment of its
finances.
1 R. L.

The President of Haiti, upon nomination

:Buell, Th§._/!m-.&.,rj&an_QQ.cu:gation of Haiti, Vol.
347.

2 Ibid., 347.

v.
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by

the United States. is to appoint a general receiver

'-'i~- --

and other help which is necessary to take care of the
:;_;

custom duties.

The

States shall appoint a

U~ited

financial advisor who shall be attached to the office
{i

;41_~~~-:----o-'--f:_o_·--:-t~h:_::_e.::___:Mc::__~_·n_i~t3~t~e~r=--o=-.:f::_____:F=---~=·n=-a::._:n=-o=-e.:_'=---'R=-a-----~-----··_:_ :~i=-----"p:_:r: _-o..-: m: _:i=--.s_.e: _:s. _-_t_:_:o:_____:c-.. . :.o. _"~---c-~~~~
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opel'ate with the Financial Advisor in thie reoommen·
dation for improvements.

Finances

collect~d

by

the General Receiver are to be applied fi:rt3t to the
expenses of that office and the Financial Advieor,
secondly to the debts of Haiti, and thirdly to the
maintainanoe of the police force,

The remainder of

the money is to go towards the government expenses,
The monthly repo·r.t of the General Receiver shall be
open for inspection by both

gover~ents,

Further ..

mo1•e, Haiti cannot increase her public debt nor reduce

it~

custom duties without the consent of the

United States,
Haiti agrees to help preserve domestic peace
;; .

by the creation of a constabulary which is to be organized and officered by Americans nominated by the
President of the United States.

However, these

American officers are to be replaced by Haitians

(
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when the latter become experienced and qualified.
Haiti also agreed not to surr&nder any of her territory, or to enter into any kind of treaty that will
affect her independence in any way.

Haiti further

agrees to develop her natural resources by
lle:r internal con(litione of health, sanJ.tation and
improvement of public works under the rsup§rvis:l,on of
engineers apvointed by Haiti upon
President of the United States.

nomiu.~tion b~

Along

wi·~h

the

tl:UJI;1e

agreements, the United States promises that ";l,t will
lend an efficient aid for the preservat16n.of Haitian
independence and the maintenance of a government ade;.
quate for the protection of life, property and individual
liberty."

The convention is to remain iri force ten

years, and if its purpose bas not been accomplished
by that time, it may be extended for another ten years.
This treaty met with much opposition in Haiti,
but it attracted very little attention in the United
States.

However, the future seemed very dark for

the Haitians, and they wore willing to accept the help

/
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and protection of the United States at that time.
But disputes began to arise when the United States
wanted to oo1:ttrol the telephone and telegraph lines.
There has

alw~s

been a group of people opposed
new and beneficial to them.

They even want to assassinate the President of Haiti
because he gete $24,000 a year.
The oonvention of 1916 had ei:x;teen articles and
was signed by Haiti with the United States
sixteenth

d~

of September, 1915.

o~

the

I think that the

preamble will give us a good idea of the existing
conditione between

Hai~ci

and the United States; further.,;

more, it gives us a general idea of the agreement.
preamble reads as follows~i
Preamble: The United States and the Re~
public of Haiti, desiring to confirm and
strengthen the amity existing between them
by ·the most cordial co-operation in measures
for their common advantage, and the Republic
of Haiti desiring to remedy the present
conditions of its revenues and f:lnances, to
maintain the tranquility of the Republic,
to carry out plans fo~ the economic development and p:rosperity of the Republic and its
people, and the United States being in full·
sympathy with all these aims and objects,
and desiring to contribute in all proper
ways to their accomplishment:
1 Annals o:f_American A.cagem~, Vol. 99-101, 153.

The
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The United States and the Republic of Haiti
have resolved to conclude a convention with
these objects in view, and have appointed
for that purpose plenipotentiaries: President of Haiti, Secretary of State and Secretary of public inst1."uction of Haiti; and the
President of the United States and ~he representatives of the United States in Haiti.
''

. with the· United States,

1.

~he

They are as follows: 1

United Statos would assist

H~iti

1n pro-

curing a loan upon the American market,
2. That the United States government would not
expect to secure monopolistic mining concessions.
•,

3. That the President of Haiti had the right to
refuse persons nomina ted

by

the United States,

4. That the General Receiver might be removed if
guilty of malversa.tion of funds,
5, That the employees of the Haitian customs service should be Haitians, exclusively
pointed

by

the President of

~nd

directly e.p-

Haiti~.

6. That the financial adviso1• was not to be a
controll~r

placed above the executive and legislative

powers, nor a substitute for the Chamber of Accounts,
,.. but rather an official whose duties were purely advisory.
f

1 R. L. Buell, American Occupation of Haiti, Vol. V, 341.
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7. That differences over the execution of
the treaty were to be referred to the Permanent Court
of Arbitration at the Hague, in accordance with the
convention of 1909 between Haiti and the United States.
immediate

disapprov~J.l

of tlle Senate, 'but the Senate

put the convention into effect immediately by
signing it only three months later.

tees tbatt a year

later the two governments signed another agreement for
a f'urtller period of ten

ye~rs,

or until May, 193.6.

The reason given was that there was a necessitt of a
loan for a term of more than ten years,

The Haitian

government further declared that the United States
forced her to extend the time ten years,

She claimed

that the financial advisor threatened to suspend salary.
payments until it agreed to the protocol,

But the fact

is that the Haitian cabinet was equally divided over
.the question, and the President decided to accept it •
. With these reservations, I think that Haiti has
control over her government and the United States
acts only in an advisory capacity.

Furthermore, the

United States should have some security for the loans
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she has made to Haiti.
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Haiti was governed by the old constitution of
1899 and it was in fo roe when the United States entered.
This constitution

p~ohibitod

foreignersfrom owning

form of government where the legislature, which was
eleoi•d by the people, could veto the,aote Of the
President.

This constitution might hinder

of Americans in

H~iti;

tb~

position

furthermore, the people have

enough education to car-ry on a democratic form of
\,

government.
In 1916, the President dissolved the Senate, and
asked the Chamber to revise the constitution to con ...
form with thG terms of the

1~15

convention.

The Senate

refused to be dissolved; so the President appointed
both houses to

oo~vene

and bring up a.new constitu-

tion. ·.Many difficulties arose over this question.
The President of Haiti used the Marines to dissolve
the Senate, and the Haitian legislature has not met
up to this day. 1
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On June 12, 1918, a new constitution was adopted.
The Arne ric an military representatives wanted this
constitution to pass at the eleoti on; so, at every
voting place·a

~lliteracy

gend~rme

or a marine was present.

of the people and also to prevent v.prisings

and revolutions.
The constitution of 1918 had throe main differences
from the old constitution. 1
1. It gave foreigners the right to own land, and

extended to them the same protection that the Haitians
enjoy.
2. It ratified the acts of American occupation.
3. It atithorized the suspension of the

legislature~

The constitution also declared that the first
ale oti on of the Senate and the Cham bur be held on
January 10 of an even year, and this year shall be
fixed by the Iresident.
. yet to fix this year.

The Iresident of Haiti has
Meanwhile, the· Council of State

acts as the legislative body.

Then, we might sa.y that

the United States established military control by
1 R. L •. ,Buell, .2E.!.. c1.Y_. 349.
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"getting rid" of the legislative body of Haiti.
Furthermore, the United States maintains mili ta.ry
laws and courts in Haiti.
Now that tha tnitod Utates has occupied the isl~nd,

the .American people should no longer remain in

ignorance a·bout the true condition of the people of
Ha:i. ti.

The United States is now legally and morally

re~ponsible

for the well-being of the Haitians.
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CHAPTER IV
PACIFICATIOl~

~he

OF HAITI

United States had a vary large problem in
followa~l

Facifioation of tue in~

torior of Haiti, and establishment of a
ment with the Haitian authorities,

worki:g~

t;l.gree-

Ullde:r military

control, and unde:t• the agreement With Haiti. there
was only one organization that would be able to handle
the job---the United States Navy and Marine force,
In July, 1916, the I.larine Brigade commander be ...
lieved that the construct ion of good roads was neces ...

sary to the military forces in Haiti, so, he ordered
.

.

the gendarmarie to apply the old co.rvee law.

2

Under

this old law, tho peasants of Haiti could be required
by.force to work three days a year in road building,
operations and maintenance.

The Americans were few

in· number and were not able to enforce this rale;
so they called upon the native officials.
1 R. L. Buell, lun§~icazL..Qc~u~j;.iQn of
2
.. .
.
Ibid., 351.

These

B.illi, Vol. V. 350.
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native officials treated the natives according to
their O\vn ideas; consequently there were a great many
abuses.

They even went as far as to kill natives

who evad.ed or attempted to evade work under this old
o~;~.ns

wen

a

little further; they required peasunts to work more
than the required three days.
~ca~o"

As a

res~lt

a

f~moue

rebellion broke out.

Let us

investigE:~.te

the condjtions and opinions

regarding the oorvee system.

American residents in

Haiti were against this movement, but it was said
that it was a military necesai ty.

But at first there

was very little opposition to the imp:i... OVernents in
the roe.ds because the various communities wanted improvernents; so, they co-operated as much as they
could.

Things began to change; the burdens began to ..

fall upon a few who had to do the work not only in their
own communities, bu.t in other communities as well.
,mJ[~

They were taken on foot\about)several days journey
from their own home towns.

The Americans were in
charg~ of the food, but it is said that the 1 natives

refused to give enough food and places for shelter.
1 Annals of Americ~ Academ~, XCIX, CI, 137.
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Thus there was a great deal of corruption going on
in these camps, and the natives were ready to become
revolutionists at the very srnallest suggestion.
Now, let us look at the pleasant sides of this
situation.

In pla.oes whore the rnen were

bandled and

fed~

taotful_lY·------~----'

ehf:lltered and paid, there were ve:r:r

different results.

~here

wae no objection to this

treatment.
This has been a. very poor policy by tlHl Uni'ted
States Marines in Haiti.

Natives made speeches say-

ing that they were going baclr to the old 8ystem of
slavery; Marines were too hard. on the natives, so
thel'e began, as I said, the oaco uprising.

Condi-

tions became very bad; so the rv.:arines had to establish garrisons in the interior and cons ten tly patrol the country.
was doubled.

The nun:ber of M:arines in Haiti

Peace was maintained in the cities and

thickly populated diBtricts, and the problem that
was left was the problem of protecting the country
and isolated districts that were inhabited by the
peasants.
In the larger districts, Haiti is very peaceful; the pr esenoe of the Marines makes the people con-

r.;

~:
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fiden,t that the ba.ndi to are gone and peace will re-

l.

main.

j

the present time.

ll

of the :Marines makes it possible for the President

]

and Vice-president of Haiti to hold office and to·

. :w

'="--

)

So, there is no .mili ta.ry problem in Haiti at
However, I think that the presence

~'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----

tI .
'~

1

. carry on peaceful elections.

Let us remember, that

this. service that Uaiti gets does not cost Haiti
alJYthing, but on the

oontr.ar~~,

the Marines are sup-

ported by the people of the United States.
One of the best methods that was used for the
pacification was the establishment of' a gendarrnarie
of Haitians who we1 e officered by Arne ricans.
1

The

native Haitians were constantly being advanced to
higher ·positions.

However, the pay was very low, and

there wasn't ver.y much inducement for the good men
to become interested in the job,

In order to bring

good American men to Haiti, the Haitian government
agreed to pay a salary to these men in addition to
their pay from the United States.
are very hard.

The conditions

While there are positions in a few

large cities, the average officer has to live in a
small town and rural communities.

They live in a

small shack, isolated from all white society, are
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deprived of all amusement and have to do nothing
but work. ·

'

Many more problems confront the Americans in
Haiti.

Government has been in the hands of a few,

~~~~__....an~d.~tb~ey

profit.

look upon it as a.n opportunity for private
The great mass of people are near barbarism;

tbey are primitive, simple, shiftless, laz¥. poor,
ignorant and oar&:f:':cee.
. ....

The le,1,rge agricu:ttural re-

sources of Haiti can only support a'bou t one-fourth
·. o:f her population.
·have Vel"Y little

These Americans who go down there

informs.·~ ion

concet'ning the tropics

and the tropical people.
The United States carries
method of

pacification~

on a very excellent

We know of the schools that

have oeen established by the Americans; we know of
the

.~erican

methods that are used; and we know the

handicaps that confront the Americans..

Furthermol'e,

if public instruction is not unified and properly
organized, there is a grave danger that, if the United
States leaves in 1936, the new scpool buildings will
be used as stables.

That may be going to the ex•

treme, but at the present time the revolutionary
Haitians are destroying the buildings whenever they

2==-~-_,
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have an opportunity.

B=.,.-

But the fact remains tha.t we have not cree.ted
an atmosphere of stability in Haiti.

It takes a

long time to do so, and I don't think that the
make any differenoe where the riot comes
a ba.ndful of men in a revolutionary plot, ·our obligation is not to suppress revolutions as they •rise.
It is the idea of the Un:i ted Sta.tes to make the Baitian 1 people capable of preventing or suppressing
l

.

'.·

their own disorders and uprisings.
But the United States has continued to occupy
Haiti and gradually get the confidence of the natives •.
Ex-slaves lind natives were paid their first wages by
··the

Americans~

It was the first· time that they had

realized money for their labors, so they became
greatly in favor of the United States' occupation.
tet us· think of the works and conditions the nati vea
were subjected to according to history.
Wben Christophe built his famous citadel
atop a three thousand foot mountain. in
the·north, he commandeered thousands of
workmen. Every stone in that vast fortress, and every cannon--there are hun~
dreda of them--were carried up ·the almost
1 ixy·Millapaugh, Haiti~nder American ContrQl, Vol.
' 919.
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vertical sides of tho mountain on the
should.ero of these wretched men. It is
told of Christophe that he would set a
crew of one hundred ~en to carry one of
those huge bronze cannons wo~ghing several tons; if they were unable to do so,
he would shoot five of them and force
the rest of them to go ahead; if they
failed, he would kill five more and fre~
crew.
e construction of one building; oost
two tbo~sand lives.

When tbe Unitea. States began to pay the natives
·r''

for their

servio~s,

they were greatly pleased.

I

bring this statement because it is one of the methods

of

pacification.

lik~.

The natives now work and live

respectable people.

They are satisfied with

the pay and the United States Military occupation,.
consequently, they will not take part in a revolution very willingly.
The personnel of the .tl.lllerican .office_rs also
ha.e a great deal to do with the quest ion.

At the

Port de Paix, there is. an i1merioan by the name of
Homer Howell who commands the

g~ndarrnerie.

He has

a small garrison of native troops, and' he administers
the military, and often the civil affairs of
the district in a manner conforming io the highest
American ideals.

By his fairmindedness and impar-

4.2

tial justice and humanity, he has won their highest
respect, confidence and genuine affections.

The

children love him and whenever he goes out into
the streets, there a,re several youngsters walking
~~~~-~~aJ.'--cnxg~t:tt~llle13iO:e.

He is an example of some of 'the

.·. young American officers who have been studying· the
psychology o:f the :Haitian people.

The

Americ~;~n

officers have won the respect of both the Haitian
people and the American officers of occupation.
But there are strong opponents of American
occupation whether the Americans be good or bad •
.The "oa.cos",. as I have mentioned before, had given
considerable trouble to the Americlfns.
.- .",~

; .. .

had ambushed a small detachment of

The oacos

genda~es,

native soldiers, and killed all but one.

all

The re-

maining one had escaped and had reported the fight.
In .. another plac0 they had murdered three gendarmes.
who constituted the garrison of a sma.ll interior
village, carrying off rifles and ammunition.

They

had cut the government telephone· and telegraph
lines, and had possession of two interior towns.
They incited fear into the peasants by sending
mutilated parts of thelr victims to the relatione
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of the victims.

One town less than thirty miles

from the capitol had been seized, and all the male
inhabitants had to be forcibly recruited.

Extreme

measures had to be taken immediately, and the
United States M$rines were the ones that c
Colonel Walter N. Hill, of the gendarmerie,
was put in charge of the field operations.

All the

interior was placed under strict military rule.

All

law abiding citizens were given a certain number of
·days to come in and report,

On the day following

the expiration of the report, patrols were sent out
with orders to open fire on any bodies of armed men
encountered, and to comb the country clean.

These

men could not carry any supplies with them, so they
lived on the land as they went a.long.

This proved

to be a hard job, for the cacos had gone in front
of them and had destroyed everything.
oontinua.l guerilla. warfare going on.

There

~as

The cacos were

hard to fight because they were always on the run or
fought in ambush.

Practically all the cacos that

were killed or captured were found to be of the poor,
ignorant class and partly clothed.

The caco troubles

are not over yet, and I cannot say how long it will

I

·.'.i
:;1
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be before the trouble is over.

They still go about

the country robbing, plundering and burning as they
go, but they are very small groups now.
native Haitians

~nd

Both the

the Americans are putting up a

hard. fight to get rid of the cacos, and the

are

slowly but surely succeeding.
The American Marines controlled the publioity
in Eaiti.

Georges Sylvain, 1 executive of the Union

· Patriotique of Haiti reports that Phiteas Lemaire,
pu.blis her of the Courier Hat ian, was condemned by
military court at Port-au-Prince to six months at
hard labor and three hundred dollars fine for having announced that a Haitian lieutenant of the gendarmerie, accused of having beaten a man, ha.d been
brought by his victim before a tribunal at Petit·
Goave.

The newspaper was suspended by tho Haitian

authorities.

The editor declares that the r.eal

reason for the sentence was that the newspaper is
the principal organ of the nationalist press, which
was opposed to the confiscation of the country's
independence.

He says that the Haitian people ob-

ject ·to proposed loans from the United States.

The

1 A. c. Millspaugh, ~i!!_Under American ContrQl,
Vol. XXXI, 542.
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newspaper also printed that General Russell's mission as .American High Commissioner is not so much
to investigate and report on murders and outrages
of. the marines as it is to secure authority from

Haitian officials for a proposed loan by American
A very interesting question is now
~]le

newspaper ma;r ha'Ve been right ix1 ite

~~ised..

JJ~tateme:nts

but they might have stirred up trouble &pong the na·
tives.

A newspaper can do a great deal of damage

at this revolutionary period.

The United States

Marines had their bands full in keeping the country
pacified, and

a,ny

radical editors who could not see

the good that the·Dnited States had bean doing s}lould
not be permitted to publish newspapers.

Newspapers

had been nothing more than propaganda, especially
iri Haiti with a few radical publishers who wanted to

become important and large political figures.
I

So •.

think that controlling the newspapers in Haiti was

a good method of pacifying and preserving the peace
of Haiti.
Even some Americans were against 1 the United
States pacifying Haiti.

They ori ticised President ·

c. Millspaugh, Baiti_~nder ~ican Control,
Vol. XXXI, 543.
1 A.

,..a----
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Wilson and Harding _very severely.

However, Robert

tansing, former Secretary of State, came to the defense of President Wilson's policy in Haiti in a
letter to the Senate investigating committee.

The

l

is as :ro

Germany in 1913 and 1914 was seeking to
get_E!- foothold in Haiti and a coaling
etatiou at the Mole St. Nicholas, On
account of the disorders at the ti.me of
the assassination of President Sam, the
United States took control of Port-auPrince. ·. Germany protested, but finally
on September 16, 1915, signed a treaty
vesting control of the customs to the
United States.

Mr. Lansing

s~¥s

it has been an established

belief of most Americans in Haiti 2 that the majority
of the majority of the revolutions has been financed
by Germans.
The National Popular Government League criticised
both the Wilson and the Harding administrations for
their Haitian policy.

The League a.nd the Foreign

Policy As soc iu tion of New Yo.rk filed with the Sta.te
Department strong protests against Haitian control,
'

and demanded the wi thdra;,val of American troops from
1 R. L. Buell, ~rican Occupation_Qi_Hait1, Vol. V, 343.
2 A. C. Millspaugh, Hai t.LJI:nQ.er~m,gri.Ql.!.n ContrQ.J.,

Vol. XXXI, 543.
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the island.

The League address goes into details of the

alleged to1•ture of mttives with machetes and electric

~---
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wires.

It also recites other v.troci ties, and denounces

the attempt of American capitalists and bankers to force
a loan upon Haiti.

They also

declt-J.r~

this to be the

This same d.Qlega.tion visited Seo:retary B\l.gbes
on the next day, and here is the answer that they
received from him.

He said that he regarded their

statements and pleas as most inadequate a.nd oneand

sid~d

~ade

it plain that he considered their

. statements to be prejudiced and incomplete, but
added that the

gov~rnment

was desirous that military

occupation shall end just as soon as it can properly
. end and that an effective co'-ordination of administration be secured.
The United States has some proof of results of
her occupation as far as pacifying Haiti is concerned.
I,

m;y~self,

of it.

think that she has done a very good job

So, in concluding this chapter, I wish to

include a s·tatemont of Major W. W. Buckley of the
tJnit ed States Marine Corps.
The native constabulary is now two thous~
and five hundredl strong, and under Ameri1 R.§.l2.Q~t of senatunve§tigating Comm. 67th Cong.
No. 794, 32.
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can officers, has attained an efficiency
never dreamed of in the old days when one
politician after another massacred his
way to the Presidency. The constabulary,
well fed and contented, dressod in khaki
uniforms and. wee,ring shoes that match,
has become a well-disciplined fore~, end
in excursions to tho mountains to
t

e

s s wn

B=

cour~ge

and reso
ion. Before Admiral Caperton
landed Marines at Fort-au-Prince in July,
1915, it was not safe for white men of
any nationality to go into the interior,
and even in coast towns it was well to be
in touch with the legation. now white
men are seldom attacked, even by bandits.
The treaty with the United States does not
please all parties, but the people are
prospering under ~he American protectorate~

•

I
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CHAPTER V
AMERICAU MILITARY CONDITIONS IN HAITI

R--

R

There is a dual government in Haiti, one the
native government and the other tho .American Ma-

e
native

g~nda.rmerie

is counted, and it

h~s

large

. authority, then;
we might say that the little
.
.

public of Haiti has three governments.

Re~

These three

·governments have croated conditions that make the
people

disgu~ted

e.nd confused,

Just imagine, the

Haitian people have to obey the orders of three govel'"nments who rule with an iron hand,
The man of the most power is the Financial
Advisor, an American who has absolute control over
.the various items of expenditures made by the national treasury.

He recently held up the payment

of the various officiale for several months because
they would not sign certain concessions that were
wanted by his government.

The American in charge

also states that it is extremely hard to raise and
to get money for educational purposes.l

So, the

Financial Advisor cannot allow very much money to1 Annals of Am~ric~~Aca~e~,Vol. 99-lCl, 130.

\_
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ward education.

The Eaitians as yet have not gotten

the idea and habit of widespread public education.
In matters like sanitation, the usual practice
is to detail an officer from the Navy or Marine
Corps to serve under th
gendarmerie is composed of native soldiers officered
by American Marines, pl'ivatas,

01• non-commiss~<mecl

off'ic ers who have been detailed to do this WQt"k
after. they have pa.ssed the va.rious examinations
that are given to them.

Marines are only stationed

permanently in the large towns, but the gendarmes
are found scattered all over tho country.
The Marine who becomes an of fie er in the gendarmerie finds himself with almost unlimited power
in the district where he serves.

He is the judge of

practically all civil and criminal cases, settling
all from a family fight to a. murder.

He is the

paymaster of all .funds expended by the national
government, he is ex-officio director of schools,
because he pays the teachers' salaries.

He controls

the mayor and the city council, since they cannot
spend any fUnds without his signature and approval·

_S-=--=
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As collector of taxes he becomes a strong power in
the cormriunity.
Then, can we blame an ordinary marine, with
only a few months of residence in Haiti, with many
abuses and mistakes?

He is ·in a place .whe

people ure at a very low
~e

st~a.ge

of

civ!liz~tion,

and

himself bas little or no training in the various

:respousi'Qilitiee that are set before him.

But uncler

the awful conditions under which tpis marine officer
is called to live, would we expect him to do any
better under the circumstances?

Furthermore, it is

impossible, I think, to get ahead in reforming
people·who see nothing to admire in a reformer ex·
capt the punishments that he inflicts upon them.
Should we blame the w.arines for this social evil,
or shall we blame the government behind the marines?
Also, we migbt blame the attitude of the natives in
Haiti for their part in the existing conditions.
From the military standpoint life is. regarded
as very cheap and just another thing; especially in
a country where the people are very primitive and
just above animal life, where you are hated and your
life is sought by organized bands of cacos.

A
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marine .has to sleep with one eye open and one hand
upon his weapons, because, if he were caught, he
would be subject to all kind.s of tortures in a horrible death.

Under these conditions there can be

little worry over social or political life.

It is

easy. to live under the old rule "do unto others as
they do unto you."

In otber words, show small re ...

speot for the rights and property of those who have
no respect for you and your property and even little
respect for themselves and their fellow men ..
·Military life does not tend to improve the civil
·.reforms of a country.

Order is maintained by obey ...

ing your superior and no questions asked, or any back
talk.

How oan he improve conditions when the Ameri1 .

can soldier

has never had training for a.dministra-

t'ive or democratic work, and when the people of that
country have been very backward and ignorant?

The

best officers in Haiti realize that the situation is
not satisfactory and are doing what they can to correct it.
The same thing applies to the moral life of
Haiti.

There are people who live away from all that

1 Annals. of the Arne ri can .tl.cademl_ op. cit. 142.
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is pure and noble.

Th~

have no religious or moral

influence of any kind except the superstitious
practices of the "voodoo" religion.

They ht::we not

even books or recroation of' any kind, but let us
in Haiti oan read or write.

They have the old

native life where men have very little virtue and
women are not much better.

These conditions should

certainly :riot be allowed to exist,

Nations cannot

thrive without high moral values, and without a
pure surrounding of women and families.

But the

United States is gradually advancing in the improvements and developments of the country.
Furthermore, there e.re too many prisoners en ...
gaged in construction work for the state,

Some

Haitians will never forgive the Americans for building much of the original road from the capitol to
the northern plain with forced labor, using the old
..

corvee law as I have previously mentioned.

Further-

more. there are o·ther older laws that make for a
social ev:ll.

There is a practically useless American

railway which draws a subsidy from the government,
··•

under a contract made many years ago.

··-)::

:i;
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Probably some of the American agricultural
:t

1

;I

ideas are a little too ambitious in Haiti, and

'!

imperfectly adapted to the country.

.>J
.:f
~l

..:~
'.I

very large. industry in the United

Farming is a

~3tate~,

so we

1

·~
cannot see peasant proprietorship of fa.:rma. If
. }~.•~.__:_____ _ _w~e-'--c~o~n~s~t~r~u~o_:t_l~a~r-g_e____:<-_i_::_r_r=-:L_:_ga_t_:_i_:_o_:_n_p_r_.o._j_:_e_Q_:_t_s_,~t--h-=-e~l=-a'"'-n-d-------~
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will probably have to be owned and mana~ed by
large American companies, which will expect to
employ the cheap Haitian lEt bo.r in the fields,

This

is the greatest social evil as well as a political
. and economic handicap.

The Haitians want to. own

their land and work for themselves, and if it is for
them that we are working, we have to conform a
little with their own wishes.

We sbciuld be very

taot:ful with them and avoid expressions such as
"niggers", and "one jump from a limb."
Other general conditions tend to lower the
name of the United States.

The .American occupa-

tion actually allowed pro-Borne voters to be trans·ported to the polls in the United States Army
trucks. 1 The term of office of President Borno was
ext~nded

to six years; the American occupation also

1 "Misrepresenting Haiti," New Re:Qublic, June 5, '21, 58.
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authorized the chief executive to remove judges now
H

in office and to appoint new ones.

Also, there were

constitutional acts for the suppression of the freedom of press and the impa.it•ment of the jury system .. l
,

The United States has always been in favor

~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~~----~~~~~~

\

·of constitutional governments and fair el~ctions,

j

!·

but in Haiti it h~s 'beau a b~lper of unf":t.r eleo ...
'biop.s and helper of
whether good or bad,

~u.presaion

of politiaa.l ideas

As long as.the President stays

with our wishes, we will keep him in power and also
allow him to rule with an iron

h~nd.

Probably the most serious mistake that the
United States has made, according to an article in
th~

New Republic for June 5, 1929, is as follows:
While the United· States has cultivated
the peasant classes, it bas antagonized
the Haitian elite, the educated negroes
outside the government. In most coun~
tries the opposition may air its politi·
cal views th:c.•ough the medium of a legislature, but the Haitian parliament has
not met since the early days of occupa- .
.· tion. Since then the Haitian intellec. ·iluals, some of whom are more intelligent
than most of the Americans in the island,
have lived a cowed and sullen existence.
It is true that they only represent a
minority, but unt.il the services of this
minority are enlisted, no Haitian government· can hope to stand on its own fee-t.

l "Mis!"epresenting Haiti," lJ.ew Re-oubll~, June 5, '29, 58.
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All the various incidents and policies of the
Uni teU. States, according to m;1 jud.gment, would be
classed as social evils.

All of them tend to hold

back the advancement of Haitian society as a whole,
and do not win th.o support of public
do not mean that the UnitQd Statea

sho~ld

withdraw,

but that she should make a little change in her
tactics and meaus of control 6f the island.

Further-

more, the fundamental refo1•m needed in Haiti is the
change of attitude of the upper groups.
Littl~

dependence is placed on the Haitian

.

courts by Foreign residents.

1

A British.subject

paid fifty-three dollars for repairs on an

automo~

bile estimated in advance at nineteen dollars.
Furthermore, he had been using tho car without the
owner's consent.
car.

He was disgus·lied, so he sold the

Several months luter the ga,rage man wanted

forty dollars for storage charges and commission.
When this was refused he brought suit.

On the testi-

mony of the garage man, without hearing the owner,
the court gave a verdict of forty dollars plus twenty
dollars for moral damages.

There are various

oth~r

1 Annals of American Academ~, Vol. 99-101, 129.
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incidents too numerous to mention tha.t show the evils.
There is always a tendency of the Haitians even to go
as far as to suggest grafting schemes to the Americans.
Then, is it any wonder that the ordinary marine is
cllarged with fraud and corruption?
TherE) were

m~ny

complaints made concernine; the

military abuses and the conduct of the marines in
Haiti.

A committee was appointed by the United States

Senate to investigate the charges o:f' ma.l,administra.tion
in Haiti and Santo Domingo.

The committee was also

asked to make a formal report; so on June 26, 1922,
they made a full report.

This report was known as

the Special Senate Committee, regarding charges of
maladministrdtion, with Senator McCormick of Illinois
as chairman.l

The rest of the committee consisted

of Senators Oddie of Nevada, Pomerene of Ohio, and
Jones of New Mexico.

All of the senators had taken

part in the inquiries; hearings and siftings of all
the charges.

'
They unanimously gave the Marine
Corps

more praise than blame.

They justify American oc-

cupation with some reductions and changes.

The com-

mittee has the following statement on this subject:
1

United States, B~ort of S~nate Investigation Committee, 67th Cong. no. 794, 836.
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The chronic anarchy into which Haiti had
fallen, the exhaustion of its credit, the
threatened intervention of the German
Government, and the actual landing of the
French naval forces, all imperiled with_~
the Monroe Doctrine and led the Government of the United States to take the
sucoessive steps set forth to establish
order in Haiti, to help institute a
government as nearly representative as
'
.
of the Governments of the United States
and Haiti for the future maintenance of
peace and the development of the Haitian
people.
..

The main qu·estion that we are interested in :La
the committee's findings with regard to the charges
of oppression, killings, mutilation and torture of
the Haitian people by

t~;e

.American Marines.

The

committee made a complete and thorough investigation,
and declared that cruelty by the marines was

comple~

tely false, and othet 6harges were baaed only on hearsay testimony of the natives.

Again, I think we have

been Jlihe sls.ves and victims of propaganda.

The people

who are against the occupation of the United States
cite many cases of cruelty by the marines as means of
furthering their own ends without regard as to the
truth of the problem.

The committee also believes

·that the early withdrawal or drastic reductions of the
marines would immediately be followed by uprisings and

,_
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revolutions.

Anothel.'" paragraph of the report of the .

.
1.
commi·ttee of the cruelty· of the marines is as follows:

The accusations of cruelty which have been
made against members. of the Marine Corps
ha"te deeply concerned your committee, and
required its full consideration. If
cruelty toward the inhabitants bas be n
enanoe or
s eeoap
·pun
ment which vigilance could impose, or,
on the other hand, if false or ground~
less accus~tions have been made, if f~cts
have been distorted, the true conditione
should be revealed. Your committee has
realized the g~avity of the chargee and
· ·. th~ :i,mpOi... tance of impartial invest:i,gati on,
and it has allotted a full portion Of its
time to. the investigation of these com ..
plaints made by, or on behalf of, the .
·Haitians. Examination has been made of
the records and methods of investiga ...
tiona conducted by the Navy Department.
Many witnesses have been heard i.n this
country and in Haiti, and some scores of
&lffidavite read a.nd considered. So far
as time permitted, no one was refused a
hearing, and :no limit has so far been
placed on the number of written complaints
in affidavit form.
The committee had very much material and evi ..
dance.

The committee visited Haiti; the col'llplittee

met individuals and leaders of Haiti; the committee

investigated the marines; the committee took oral
statements of the natives; and, finally, the committee has weighed this vast amound of evidence and
1 Ibid., 836.
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has come to some decision.

I

think that the com-

mittee, after making these intensive invEJstigations,.
should be the group that should receive the most
attention.

We should forget newspaper articles, the

cries of fanatic nationalists

and also

et the

cries of people at borne who claim that this is one
of the many imperialistic policies of the
go vernme:nt.
Let

.

us go into a little more

i.~.mor:Lca.n

detail.eonce~ning

the charges brought up against the marines,

Tbe

caco outbreak was the most important. The principal
instigator was Charlemagne Peralte. 1 He had been a
leader or chief of the cacos in the north, and held
absolute sway over his followers.
"shady" cal"eer until 1917.
Ch~rl~magne

He had had a

In the autumn of 1917,

and some of his followers took part in an

armed attempt to rob the house of Captain Doxey of
some public funds which had been received for disbursement.

He was arrested, convicted and sentenced

to a term of imprisonment.

He was made to labor in

the streets just like any other convict.

This inci-

l United States, ]leport of Senate lnvestigation Committee, 67th Cong. no. 794, 836.
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dent made him a bitter enemy of the

i~ericans.

He

was very hard to manage and control; consequently he
escaped in 1910,
··:
';

'1

ers.

l!~urthermore,

He rapidly secured his old followthe former professional and habi-

tual revolutionists also joined him, and the result
was the revolution of 1918 •
.As the campaign of pacification oontinued, the
marines won the approval of the inhabitants of Haiti,
but they increased the resentment and dislike of the
cacos and their friends,
two years.

The campaign continued for

By constant pursuit and by attacking at

sight, the Americans gradually wore down these bands
until they disappeared.

Only one fourth of the land

of Haiti was the scene of action of the marines,

The

other three-fourths was very peaceful and quiet,
The committee has also interviewed peaE<ants regarding the pacification.

The peasants who were the

victims of the robbers do not want the withdrawal of
the .American marines.

Today they may work and tra.vel

without the fear of robbery.

They want their sover-

eignty, but they are aware of the benefits of peace
and order.

The American Marines used rather severe

62
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methods in dealing with the bandits, but that is the
only way to deal with them.
they will shoot you.

Shoot them first, or

We receive criticisms of the

wholesale slaughter of the Haitians, but it actually
''.l

.

is the result of
the marines.

encounter~

between the bandite and

The ma·rines are doing the job delegated

to them a.t tbe joi11t request of the American a:nd
Haitian gove:tnrnents.
Th~

problem, however, that is most spoken of is

the illegal executions by the american marines.

The

lmleri'oan marines had a very difficult problem on their
hands when they took the job of pacifying Ha.iti and of
dontrolling and preserving peace on the island,

The

. native bands of robbers and thieves were not to be
outdone; they were prepared for their guerilla
fare.

war~

These bandits lived in their own settlements

and "were sur·L..ounded by their wives and families.

As

I have stated before, the most effective way tha.t the
marines could carry on their campaign agalnst the
revolutionary groups was to attack them instantly.
This was the only way to deal with these revolutionary
and bandit grou.ps.

If they were not attacked imme-

diately, they would escape into the

~ungle

wilderness

H----
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of the

cen~ral

part of Haiti; they lived in the jungles

and the would fight better th;;m the

ma.~ines,

because

the bandits were fighting in their own natural environment.

.. the

Furthermoro, the marines had to attack them

r~sult

would be disastrous to the

methods involved the

well~being

of

marin~e,

These

innocent·Qy~r.tanders

and tlle se cor1di t ions largely accounted for the deaths
of disinterested parties.
The outgrowth was the charge

aga~nst

States Marines of illegal executions,

the United

However, ac-

cording to the committee, the number of illegal execu ...
ti,ons was very small, and the propagandists took advantage of the illegdl executions immediately.

In fact

in the inquiry the committee asked all persons inter-.·
ested or affected to come and make their complaints.
About ten people reported to the committee and 'this
is a very small number.

Furth erma rc, those who were

killed had been caught bearing arms and had been imprisoned. l All of the so-called illegal killings
took place in a period of six months, a.nd it happened
1 Y~~£~nat~~tigating Committee. 67th Cong.,

no. 794, 838.
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in two small unimport;ant places in the interior of

_,:J

.'-~~J1
;

v

...

Haiti, the bandits' homes and strongholds.

More Ameri-

can marines were killeu in Haiti than these ten Hai·

:.·-{

tians.

We also seem to forget the days when Christophe

slaves if they oouldn' t do a cel"tain amount of work.
He:probubly received a great joy in killing the slaves.
:Vhe marines receive no joy in killing but are doing
their duty at the request of the lilllerioan and Haitian
goverlltnents.

Furthermore, let us investigate who were

the officials that were responsible.
offioere~ 1

There were three .

one is now insane, the second iB dead,

and the third served his enlistment and was. discharged.
Accusations have also been made of the marines
regarding cruelties and tortures of the natives.
Many of these accusations were hearsay and had no
foundations.

Other cruelties resemble the ideas and

practices that the backward Hai t ia.ns had, but
the marines.

nev~

to

Americe,ns did not torture and mutilate

the bodies of their enemies; it is not their custom
and habit.
occur.
1 -l-b1:-d.

But I won't say that mutilations did not

Mutilations occurred whem the native gendarme
t

8 38 •

.

'J.,
j

;

. jl
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were on duty and when thore were not a.ny white officers near by.

Furthermore, the committee aleo stated

that it firmly believed that mutilations were committed 'by the Hai tia.ns and the Americans were not involved
in any way with these primitive proe.ctiGes.
The Sena-te lPVestigating

Committe~

also ga.ve a

summary of factEl which they found ;from their invee ..
tigations.

The facta ure as follows: 1

1. That the accusations of military ~buses
are limited in a point of time to a few
months and in a locution to restricted
area.
2.Very few of the .Americans who have served
in Haiti are thus accused. The others have
resto:red order and tranquillity under ar .. ·
duous conditions of service, and generally won the confidence of the inhabitants of
the country with whom they come in touch.
3.That certain caco prisoners were executed
without trial. Two such cases have been
judicially determined. The evidence to
which reference has been made shows eight
more cases with sufficient clearness
to allow them to be regarded ~itbout
much doubt a.s having occurred. Lack of
communication and the type of operations
conducted by patrols not in direct contact with superior authority perform acts
which i~ too late for higher authority to
act. When reported, investigations were
held with no apparent desire to shield
any guilty party. Such executions were
unauthorized and directly contrary to
the policy of the brigade commanders.
1

-1-Md.' 839-41.
'
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4.The tortures of the Haitians by the Americans
has not in any case been established. but
that some accuse.tions may have a foundation
in excesses committed by hostile natives
or members of the gendarmerie without the
knowledge of American officers. M:utilations
have not been practiced by the .Americans.
5. That in the course of campaign certain

~. :!-...--'-~~-'-------'~-=inha b i_t_aJ1.t_s~o_t_h_er_than_bandi't-S-W-e~e·~~~~--~~--'------:-~c-", .~.

killed during operations against outlaws,
bu~, that such killings were unavoidable,
accidental and not intentional.
6.Tbat tbere was a period of six months at
tbe. bt)ginning o:r the outbreak when the
gendarmerie lost control of the eituatiop
and was not itself sufficiently controlled
by higher officers, with the result tba.t
subordinate officers in the field were left
too much discretion as to methods of patrol and local administration, and that
this state of affairs was not investigated properly or promptly enough, but
that it was remedied as soon as the brigade commander received news of it.
7.That undue severity and reckless treat~
ment of natives was never countenanced by
commanders, and any investigations by
authorities was intended to get at the
facts,
S.That the testimony of most native wit~
. nesses is highly un::rel:i,able and must be
closely scrutinized, and that many
unfounded accusations have beenmade.
Many of the affidavits are produced at
this late date because it is thought by
those who are agitating for the immediate
t ermina. t ion of ~\.merican occupa ti.on that
such accusations will create in the United
States a sentiment in favor of such terminations.

In oonc:nusion the comrni ttee states that there
has been some imprope::r or criminal conduct of a few
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members of the marine corps.

The Tiai t ian a place

§--

confidence in the oomrr1ittee and American occupation
'.::0::: -_

but there· are campaigns of terrorism

by

agitators

and professional propogandists that make conditions
o :1' u.nrest am
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CHAPTER VI
ACHlEVEMEUTS OF AMERICAN MILITARY CONTROL
One of the most important things that the
United States has done

fo~

Haiti has been the esta-

blisbment of order and security on the island.
united States

Ma~ines

The

and the native gendarmerie are

the two organizations that have done this job.

But

problems have arisen with the use of a.rrned force as
a means of establishing and maintaining· peace and ·
order.
The following complaints have beenma.de by the
H.aitiana:1
1. The Haitians never riPe to the rank of captains in the native gendarmarie.
2. The soldiers sell

themsBlv~s

to the highest

bidder.
3. The gendarmes are usod to control the local
governments.
4. The gendarmerie is recruited from the low est
elements and is a menace to Haitian society.
1 E. G. Balch, ~~~ied Ha~ti, 131.
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5. There have been too many ca.ses of drunkeness
2-·==-

among the American and native soldiers.
6. Haitians claim an increase in prostitution
and social evil as the result of oooupation.

~~~~~_..:_____.T._..h~e.._..r._..e"---'a,...l..__."e"'--·_~.~~. . o=o~many_ilLegit_irna.t_e_child-r-en-o-f~.------:----'----

..

soldiers and native women, and these a.re being

"!

added to the population of Haiti.
These are sorne problems that arise in the maintenance and OTder of security in Haiti.

We cannot

tell just exactly the extent or seriousness of these
complaints.

The fact remains that tbere is peace and

security in Haiti.
In order to establish and maintain order, the
question of prisons beoomes a problem.
editors devote
eve~

ma~~

Newspaper

columns to petty criticisms

unimportant thing that happens.

o~

They pick

out eve17 little flaw and make big things out of
them.

Some take too much liberty; consequently they

are fined, imprisoned and given preventive imprisonment (preventive imprisonment is the indefinite de-.
tention in prison without trial and sentence. )
ditions in prisons were very bad.

Con-

In the first years

of occupation, the United States immediately set out on
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a prison reform program.

Conditions and housing in

the prisons were greatly changed.
The're are numerous other improvements in Ha.i t i.
Roads and public works must not be forgotten.

Haiti

--c-'-~+'---~~~---=i=s~a'-----=c--=o~u=n~t~r.y~Ln:n_d_ing__:_t_r_f;l._i1s_thr_o_~S'b-th..ELmou:n-taina~~~~~

and tbickot::J and over the many

streanu~.

Peo:ple got

abou,t on tbo island on foot, horseba.ok and

back.

donke~

Since the occupation, the country hae been

pretty well supplied with roads, fairlY built but
not of first class construction.

Haiti did not have

th• financial resources to build expensive roads,
We hea1• of many complaints against· tbe roads of
Haiti, but the of:f'icials say that we are building a.nd
tepairing roads as fast as the money comes in.
Other cri t ios cla,im -that roads are made merely for
the American automobiles.

However, there has been a

grpwing use of trucks in Haiti; auto buses also use
the highways in taking passengers from town to town. 1
Trucks ure now being employed in muny places to :bring
the coffee to port.

The peasant receives the same

profit price for it as if he sold it at the port.
He is also spared the loss of time involved in the
1 E. G. Balch, Occuyied-Egit~, 110.
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carrying of the coffee to the port on the back of
his slow moving burro • . In other words, Haiti is
"slow but sure" in advancing in her internal improvements~
''•

;,

-~+i------------.R-i-e;.hw!;l.-~S~i-:n~Ra--'i-t-i~h~.-v-e~beeome~v-e-rw~.i:m~cr-ta-n-t:~,----~-

for the railroads are of little acc-ount,
·-:'-'

are not

go~ng

Railroads

to play an important part in the bie-

tory of Haiti.

Furthermore, the mountainous country

makes it difficult e.nd costly for the railroads.

The

result is the disconnected bits of railroad tracks
that have been built for the sugar interests.
railways are of

~ery

The

little importance, so there are

no regular Schedules for trains.
At the present time there are nearly six hundred
miles of roads. 1 The most important pa~ts of these
roads have elther been paved or resurfaced.

All main

highways are made passable all the year around.

At

the present time there is a new road under construction
that will connect the Haitia.n highway with the main
highway of Santo Domingo.

You can go from capital to

capital of Haiti and Santo Domingo in one day.

There

has been a trememdous improvement in the roa.ds.

New

l "Haiti", .America.J;Lliation Serie.§., no. 11, 15.
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bridges have been constructed out of the timber, eo

~
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traffic will not be held up during the rainy seasons.
Besides road construction, there have been many
other

improvements~

Streets have been paved, cities

~~~--'-c-~_____.h~ay_e_c_b_e_e_n_ligb_t_e_d_,_p_a_rks~ha~_e_b_e_en~ma.de_;_and_munici_...-~~~~~~~

pal buildings lw.ve been built. 1

New wharves have

been built e.nd an excellent system of light houses is

now under coustruction.

Harbors and

~bannels

have

beeu deepened; and a navy yard is also under construction at the present time,
All these improvements help the transportation
and means of communication.

As I have stated before,

the railroads do not amount to.much in Haiti.

There

are only two small railroad companies; the national
Railroads and the Centra'l Railroad of Haiti.

There

are only about three hundred miles of tracks in Raiti.

2

As a result of the .American occupation many roads
have been built; large public buildings,. schools and
hospitals have also been built.
built

telegr~ph

1 rbid., 15.
('/'' u /t. '

2 Ibid., 22.

The Americans have also

and telephone lines; they have built
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and operated many miles of irriga.tion canals; they have
constructed four concreto wharfs and one wooden wharf
at the various ports of Haiti; they have alsp constructed about ten lighthouses. 1

of. the United States as :far as the
are concerned.

int~n.•nal

improvements

However, some of' the critics claim

that a great amount of unnccersary construction has
taken place,

They claim that some cities have been

favored more than others as far as the improvements
are concerned,

They claim that it has been a great

expense to the llaitian government.

They also claim

that convict labor has been used in the internal im ...
provements. 2 These criticisms have no basis, but
'.i

are another means of making ill..:.feelings between the
two countries.

Internal improvements were necessary,

and they have been made by the Americans.
One of the most important works that the United
States has done in Haiti has been to combat disease
germs and to improve the conditions of public health.
In a backward country, espec ia.lly in the tropics, there
1

R. 1. Buell,

No. 19, 359.

2 Ibid, 359.

American_QQc~11ation,

of Haiti, Vol. V,

-

'14

has been a great spread of disease germs.

This problem

has been so impo1•tant that it affects the whole nat ion,
and has become a problem of the government.

In Haiti;

the 1915 convention gave the United States the authority to supervise and improve the sanitation of the
'

.~

country; in ordel" to carry out this end 9 tbe United
States has established the Director General of the Public
Health Service, responsible to the Haitian Minister of
Inte~io~.

This service has been headed by an officer

of the Medical Corps of the United States Navy. and has
contained about thirty-six other Americans of whom seventeen have been medical officers from the Uavy, ·They
have been aided by about forty or fifty licensed

Haiti~

an physicians.l
The National M:edical School of Haiti is now un ...
dar American control.

Government fund.s were appro ...

priat ed for the purchase of new equipment from the
United States.

Haitian students were sent to the

United States to study in the American Medical Schools.
and upon their return became professors in the 'Medical schools of Haiti.

So, at the present time, all

of the instruction work is carried on by Haitians, and
1

~~!~

of Director General 1 Public Health Service,

1927-28, 140.
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the Americans only act as supervisors.

The Americans

further claim that the Haitians make excellent physicians and surgeons.
At the present time, the Fublic Health Service
maintainl::l ten hospitals under the
can phyf)icia:1.

assig~ted

charg_e_of_a:n_i\me-:!!i-~._________:____

by his Haitie.n assistants,

XheJi have also est(l.blished rural clinics throughout
·'. ·..

Haiti.l

These clinics have free consultations and

medical service for the needy and for those who cannot
afford to pay for the services of a doctor.

They

are .maintained at government expense for the benefit
of the Haitians,
The most prevalent diseases in Haiti are typhoid
fever, malaria, intestinal worms, syphilis and yaws,
tuberculosis, and hookworms. 2 However, accurate fi ..
gures cannot be obtained for many people live and

··: ... ·. ·..

die without any medice.l care at all; so it is very
difficult to get the exact extent of the various diseases.
The health department has attacked all these diseases by modern treatments.

However, their work is

greatly affected by the ignorance, illiteracy an.d
1 Report of Sanitar~g1peer, 1924-25, 60.
2 Ibid., 60.,

-·- . ..: ····-
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superstition of the people.

The health situation is
B=

also influenced by the under-nourishment of the people.
The diet consists of beans, dried fish and fruit, but
there are no meats.

So, tho improvement of the Hai- ·

t:i,an diet WOUld El !iLEtm__t_o_hel.p-the-cause-0-f-pu-bi-ic-hea-;tth.
According to

Dr. c.

s.

Butler, Head of the Eealth

Service, syphilis and yaws are the most dama.ging economically; malaria. affects about fifty percent of the
people and is the next important.

Tuberculosis is pro-

bably the cause of more deaths than any other disease.
These diseases

a~:·e

and body contact.

spread by mosquitoes, human faces,
Undernourishment and bodily weak-

nesses make the people more susce11tible to these var ...
ious diseases.

At the present time in Haiti, there

are ten public hea.lth districts, over a hundred rura.l
clinics, sixteen .dispensaries, and eleven ho spi t,~ls.
There. are also many Haitian pharmacists and dentists.
The Department of Health is overcoming these
serious health conditions as rapidly as their budget
permits.

Then there is the inability of the commun1-

t ies to provide a 11 ving wage for the res1d ent physicians; so some rural districts are without phys 1cia.ns.

The lack of money means the lack of supplies,
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and this is the greatest problem e.t the present time.
.Another prossing need right ut the present time is
the care for tuberculosie.

There is no treatment for

this disease in Haiti, and death is inevitable under
---'--~~~~----c---t-he~na-t-i-V-e-o-o-n-d---=.l-t-1-s-n-e-s-f-l-i-v-i-n-g . -~~~~~~~--'-~~~~~~c--

The plans :fo:r improvements are the gonstruotion
C>f a bospi tal for tha insa.ne, who e.re now cared for at

the prison; a place for the segregation of lepers; increase of the rural dispensaries to thirty; medical inspection for all the· schools; and the extension of sanitation· to the smaller towns. 1 There has also been
drafted a new quarantine law,

This has been a very

effective way of checking the spread of disease germs,
As

a recu.l t of Arne ri can occupation, natives have

been trained il1 all phases of public

hec;~lth,

such as

administrative, hospitalization, sanitation and quarantine duties.

Fnrtbermore, as a result of the vaccina-

tion campaign, the smallpox epidemic has been practically wiped out.

Sources of water supply have been

examined, mosquitoes have been checked, markets have
been cleaned and supervised, foodetuffs and slaughter
of animals have been inspected; furthermore, there
1

E. G. Balch, Occupjed Haiti, 90.

B==
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have been campaigns against stray dogs, rats and
mice.

All these activities have been carried on by

the Health Service in an effort to ma.t erially change
the conditions of health and sanitation in Haiti.
1.. '

Up to the time of American

~~~----'---------~-·

int__e_rvej:lt_i_o_n_;--Et<)JJ.-~.-------'------

cation, according to the Treaty, was l@ft in the
hands of the Haitian authorities; it ie
control of the

Secre·~ary

unde~

tho

of Public Instruction.

But the United States controls the finances of Haiti;
so. they can control the advances of education.

Up

to the present time education has been in the classical field and lirni ted to a few.

Agricultural and

industrial education has been totally neglected •
.So, the plan on foot. is to

~evelop

tho Department

of Agriculture and to establish a system of rural
schools under it.

Teachers are to be prepared by
the normal schools. 1
. A1 though the con vent ion of 1915 did not give

the United States oon tro 1 over education. an American educator who spoke French carne to Haiti as

su-

perintendent of Public Instruction.
In 1920, the American Superintendent sent a memol E. G. Balch, Q.Qcupie.Q_JH~:.i!1.... 94.

0"~-~0-

c>t,
.
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randum to the Haitian government, stating that the
people would not support any attempt at educational
reform if it came from their own race.

He demanded an

appointment of six .American insp6cto.rs and asked the

number of
dreQ.,.

H~itian in~tructors

be reduced to four bun-

He furthal:" clf:limed that many of tlle

Haiti~n

teaoh.ers w0re polit ioal appointees who did· no work.
This superi:n.t an d.ent was a.ske ,i to res ign.l
Then, the United States claimed that she ws.s
under obligation to assist in the carrying out of
plans for the prosperity of Haiti, and education was
one of these foundations,

The State Department asked

the Haitian government to appoint a tecl:mical advisor
on educatio11 and a committee· of si:{ composed of three
Hai tia.ns e.nd three .t\meric ans.

But the Ha.i tian govern-

ment replied that under the Treaty the United States
had no obligations to meet except for the financial
assistance to develop the methods of public instruct io~ of France. 2
So, in 1923, ·the Central School of Agriculture
was founded by ·the HaiJGians.

However, American edu-

1 R.. L. Buell, American_Q_Q,cupa.tion of Haiti, Vol. V, 362.

2

.
Ibid, 363.
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cators were again in control.
ays·~em

They also organ-ized s,

of agricultural and industrial eduoa tion.

They also train a.grioul tural and industrial teachers.

In addition to this, they maintain a system of

rural farm schools and demonstration of arms.

The

students are t<lUght m9.nual training, garden praQt ice,
growing of crops, and the care of animals.

They

maintain twenty demonstration farms, coffee and livestock experiment farms, seven demonstration coffeo
mills, and thirteen farm advisors,
Teachers in the ordinary· Haitian schools reoeive as low as six

dol~ars

a month,

The .American

Financial Advisor has objected to this, but the

Uini~

ster of Public Instruction wants to appoint as large
a

numbe~

of school teachers as possible, for politi-

cal reasons, regardless of salaries.

American offi-

cials justify holding down the expenditures in the
Haitian school swstem on the ground that without
American direction the Haitians are incompetent administrators and that funds placed in their hands
have been wasted,

They also claim that the Haitian

systma is academic and the;r need vocational education. 1
1 R. L. Buell, American Q.g_cu"Qat ion of Rai t i, Vol. V, 364.
;
''
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On paper, school attendance is obligatory and

universal, but in practice the great masses of people
are illi terata.
literate.

~his

About five percent of the :people e.re
degree of illiteracy is understood

when one considers how scattered the peasants are.
in the tnountainoue countries, and how little use
they have for the old-fashioned academic school.
Teachers are ill paid and ill-trained.

There are no

requirements for training for teachers, and one hears
of teachers

\"lb.O

cannot read or write, of teachers who

never open school except on pay day, of schools that
only exist on paper.
There is • great unhappiness of the Haitians as
to the educational situation unde-r the .ilme-ricans.
The Haitian upper class have -the aristocratic Euro ..
pean prejudice.

They want litera-ry and professional

work, but despise manual work, especially on the
.' l

farms.

They want academic and professional training

both as a matter of sentiment and class interest.
But the Americans are conflicting with them and
·..

}:

are taking the opposite side.

The Americans claim that

classical studies are too ex.pensive a luxury for a
country like Haiti.

There are too many lawyers and

02

politicians in Haiti.

(Incidentally, we might say that

this group is one of the causes for the riots, revolutions and propaganda.)

Haiti should. value edu-

cation in terms of livlihooa.

be e.xprosseu in terms of money.

But the Haitians do.

Tbe Haiti$ns a.'l."e

not willing to accept American control of

~ducation.

The Jime rioans con t~J:'ol the purse, and are not willing
to put up any adequate sum into· Haitian managed schools.

So, we hear all sorts of complaints from both sides.
The Rockefeller Foundation makes the following
recommendations fo1' ,improvements in e duo a ti on: 1

1. A recommendation that the salary

fo~

teach-

ers be raised from six dollars a month to an
adequa.tt: living salary for all those able, and
willing to p1•ove that they can teach reading
and writing in French, and simple arithmetic.
2. As to inspection, a recommendation that the·
occupation authorities allow the Haitian government to include in the budget a ·sum sufficient to provide for an adequate system of inSpection and to see that inspection takes place,
1 E. G. ~aloh, QQQY~ied~it1, 107.
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·that schools exist, that teachers teach, and that
payments are not made for what is non-existent.
3. Buildings for rural and primary schools are .
needed.
4. There should be inc1•eased. a.11propriatione i'or
the Lycees.
5. There should be a Commission of Inquiry for
the scientific schools.
At the present time in Haiti, there are six public lycees and ten pr ivute secondary schools.

There

is a normal school for boys and a normal school for
girls.

Then there are vocational schools that 1

have already mentioned.

The University of Haiti has

schools of law, medicine, pharmacy and nursing.l
But there is a very grave danger that, when American control is removed, education in Haiti may
go back to the education before the intervention of
the United States.

.The main problem is to show the

Haitians the importance of vocational training;
Another grea.t aim of the United States is to
put Haiti upon a firm financial and economic founda.

·~

''

tion.

The main problems of the American government

1 "Haiti", American Nation Series, no. 11, 26.

.
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are to establish a good financial administration, to
liquidate foreign claims and settle the emigration
and land problems.l
The conditions of the Haitian finances were very
low and hard to estimate.

There was a great deal of

fraud and dishonesty, for the books were not kept in
good standing.

So; one of the first acta of the

.American government was to est:1blish a sound aystem
of accounting.

But there was no money to account;

the country had long been bankrupt.

Revolutions,

finances handled in a reckless fashion, borrowing
money at ruinous rates to fight the revolutionists
depleted the Haitian treasury,

Internal claims

up, salaries were unpaid and the loan could not
be paid. 2 In the meantime, the government was being

pil~d

robbed by its officials and merchants who dodged the
pe1yment of custom duties.
One of the things expected by the Haitians from
the Americans was a loan.

However, loans were made

by the Morgan company and the national City Bank of
.;

New York.

~

But the State Department was unfavorable

1 R. 1. Buell, American Cccul@:tion of ~lti, Vol. V, 365.

2 Annals_Qi_AroericgQ_Academ~. 99-101, 155.

'
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for a loan to Haiti 'because the United States' occupation was going to last only ten yeurs.

So th.e United

States brought pressure to bear, and the length of
the term was extended to 1926.

for the establish.me11t of

claims oommisf;l;t.on.

a,

thcrmore, it also provided that the Amerioan
reoeive~ship

loan.

Fur ..
o~stoms

should continue during the period of the

The life of each naitian debt is thirty years

at six percent interest.

Each contract provides

that the Haitian government shall

mal~e

monthly pay ...

ments to the fiscal agent to meet interest requiremen·~s,

and to create a sinking fund large enough to

repay the loan by maturity.
So, by 1926, the Haitian government reduced its
debts by more than a million dollars in excess of
the requirements.

I

Haiti was on the right road to

recover under the eagle eye of the United States.
Since Haiti is not a very rich country, foreign
capitalists hesitate to go there.

The geography of

the.· country is such that it is difficult to exploit
the mines or to go into farming.
1 R. 1. Buell, American

now ever, there are

Occu~ation

of Haiti, Vol. V, 369.
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a few large .American companies that have invested
in

One of the best examples is the Hait ie,n..;.

Haiti~

Ameri:Can Sugar Company that took over the German sug~r

---;-'--~~-~t=h-=;:-~.Y
th~

plantations during the World War.

Furthermore.

later bought the whs.rf a.g e rights , rail ways'-=o'-------=a=n=-=d._________
electric lights.
But a

failed~

numbe-L~

of .American entel'pl"ises l1ave

The large cotton plantations, the pineap-

ple companies, mining companies, and some of the
railway companies have met financial disaster in
Haiti.

The liaitian people want independence, but

they are prosperous at the present time under the
United States, and they think that thoy are economically independent.
The Haitians are solely dependent on foreign
countries for their manufactured goods.

They have

no home industries to take the place of modern manufacture.

Their clothes are cheap and ready made;

they are imported from Europe.
-·'

The people make sim-

ple furniture, tools and implements.
their own houses.

They build

They live in very cramped and

erowded quarters.
It is estimated that the average value consumed
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in a Haitian peasant family amounts to about twenty
dollars a year per capita.l

This includes not only

.the money spout, but everything that is spent in
money terms.
--~------Th_e_l_an_d_sLt_lL!l_ti_on_i_s_o_f_pr_imiJi_iY_e_o_r_ig_in~~·-------c-

It comes from the tribal system of Africa and the old
feudal system of France.

~hese

conditions actually

exist at the present time 'i:n Haiti.
vailing.unoertainty of titles.

~here

is a pre-

Peasants have lived on

a given piece of land for generations, but they may
or mey not have had title to the land.
Under American adruinistration, it is possible
that American officials might follow a policy of protecting the Haitian ·peaf:1ant against the app!"oach of
foreign investors.

But most of the foreign inves ..

tors in Haiti are.glad to get rid of their holdings.
Haiti has made unfavorable legislation regarding land
ownership, and the· Haitian courts do not give adequate
protection to property rights.
Agricultur.e is the basic industry, and the Haitians are spending their efforts in this field.
.,

._,

Thew

are endeavoring to improve the breed of cattle;.they
1 E. G. Balch, Occupied H§iti, 61.
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have established agricultural advisors; and they hs.ve
set up veterinary clinics.

There is a great neglect

of feeding and caring of animals,·and it is hoped that
it will be overcome by education.
Haiti will be coming to the top.economically, for
rubber is now grown there.

~~port

She began fir!!:rt to

:l. t in 1926 and has continued to do so.

Bu.t I CEtnnot

forecast the future of rubber because it ie low in price
at the present time.
After having established control over both the
internal and external revenues, tne of.ficials brought
about a tax reform.

Until recently the tariff of

Haiti was based upon the constitution of 1858.

It

imposed both export and import duties, and :half
the customs revenue came from export duties.

The

import duties ware on ever.rthing except wine and tobacco.1

It should be the opposite--tax the luxuries

and not the necessities.

So, the American authorities

proceeded to raise the tax on luxuries and to decrease
it on necessities.

The idea of a protective tariff

was also advanced to Haiti.

In July, 19 26, a new

tar±ff law was enacted as well as other tax laws.

2

5-=
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The-re was a. tax on tobacco, alcohol, stamps, emigre.t ion
fees, telephone and telegraph service.

But the Haitian

Chamber of Commerce declared that the duties were too
high and would lead to an increase in the cost of living, a decrease of imports, and an
tion to Cuba.

inor~ase

of emigra-

However, this failed to increase tbe re-

venue• fol the Haitian "elite" exempted t:P.emsalves from
1

these taxes.
The .Amel"icans have strict control over expenditure.

~,or

any. authorization for expenses or if a

bill is to be paid, a triple voucher'. has to be made.
One goes to the Haitian Minister of Finance, the other
to the American 3.ecei ver, and the third. remains in the
departmental office.

The Haitian Minister of Finance

' ascertains whether the pgyment is in the budget and
whether value has been received.

Then, he signs the

.voucher and sends it to the American aeceiver, who
makes an independent inquiry.

If he is satisfied, the

bill is immediately paid by the disbursing office·t".

In

this way thel."e is no fraud and corruption in regard to
the disbursement of public fUnds.
As a result of .American financial administration,
the government revenues a:re

1arge1~

than they ever have
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been; trade has greatly increased; the foreign debt
has been greatly reduced and foreign claims have been
liquidated.
This work of re-organization has been confronted
with the problem of emigration to Cuba.
bably due to the overpopulation and
Haiti, 1

This is pro4

baokwardnQ~~

Furthermore, the Cuban plantations o:t;'fel:" two

or three times as much money to tb,e lab.orers,
of Cuban sugar companies recruit Haitians,
'

;.

of

Agents

Then there

has been emigration across the border into Santo Domingo.
The Haitian government has passed a law pro.
viding for a license for emigration agents,

Further~

more, they have to provide passage for the emigrants
and

insure them the same wages that other labo:i... ers re-.

oeive in the various Cuban districts.

Then there is

a tax of eight dollars on each emigrant. 2

Progress under American occupation has advanced
tremendously.

The Americans have restored order; in-

stalled a new system of financial administration; started a new land policy; constructed public works; improv~d

.health conditions; and established a system of

educat;ion.
the American

The above have been the achievements of
I~:ili tary

Occupation of IIaitL
2

1 bid.' 374.

.

,
!
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CHAPTER VII
PROPOSED POLICIES OF THE FUTURE
The Junerican mili tury occupation in Haiti has
been suuject to a great deal of criticism.
---~

Many

_____,grave charges were made ago. inst the mar_i_n_e_s_,_(lf_f_i_....-______
cial reports were made by Major General George BarN
nett of the United States JVe,rines Corps; by Adtniral
Henry T. Mayo, who was sent to Haiti to investigate
charges; by Secretary of the Navy, Josephus Daniels;
by

General lejuene and General Butler; and ·by Colo-

nel John H. Russell.
was as follows:

The result of the investigation

of the total number of Haitians

killed, one half were killed at tho attack on Portau-Prince.

And the rest were bandits who were

killed over a

pe~iod

of about five and one half yearc,

But the general opinion was that "with the except ion
of a few centres of selfish and interested agitation,
credit and_ gratitude are freely manifested and expressed to the government of the linited States."
Another point of justification of American rule
is that Haiti needs .American rule. 1 Rear Admiral H.
1 R. L. Buell, .American Occupation of Ilai t i, Vol. V, 390.
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s .. Knap~

in a report on conditions in Haiti in the

annual report of the Secre·tary of the Navy on Feb.
13, 1921, states the following:l
The people of the United States should
not be deceived by the words "Republic
of Haiti." Tranquility and security now
exist practically throughout ITai ti..
~----'--~------'-~-~.xn-;L-a-1--s-tt.re-d1 reo t r e su l t-:-of .iU'Ile r :j.c_'"c~a~n------.i~~~...----------"::tervention. The traditions of gr~ft
must be eradicated and new tr~ditiona
~ncluded.
Much smoke has been raised by .
propaganda against tho military forces
of occupation. This agitation h~a been
a convenient cry for the agitators to
gain tho public ear in the United states
and the sympathy of the people who know
nothing of the conditions. 1 think 999
out of every lCOO Haitians would be glad
·to have Americans remain, to police the
island d.nd leo:ve the agitat01."S to their
own devices, All the agitation is done
by less than one-tenth of one-percent
of the Hai·~ian people. About 400 out
of the population of 2,000~000 are agitators against the United States. Should
the United States .now withdraw, there ..
sults of the past yeara would be lo~t. and
Haiti would start on a backward ~curse.
I believe the true aim of the agitators
is the abrogation of the treaty and the
unrestricted return to tho Haitians
(400 agitators) of their government, to
be run by them to suit their own personal
ends.
I consider it out of' the question that
the t1."et:'vy should be a.rn·oga.ted; it should
be extended so that aid and assistance
of the rnited states might be given in
other ways, such as education, etc.
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There are CJ.t least three arguments in favo-r• of
the United States in Haiti.l
1. The United States does not interfere wjth
elections in Haiti.
2.· The Haitian people are not yet ready for

1l

democratic government,
3, Iower cannot be vested in

nativ~

officia,:J..s

because they are corrupt and prejudiced.

.

On the other hand, the people that severly criticize' the Uuited 3ta.tes government are the Haitian
politicians who have been deprived of tbe political
spoils which in the past constituted their source of
living; the ,imerican business men who have been dis ..
gruntled at their failure to secure an opportunity to
exploit the country;. and sentimental18ts and paci ..
fis~~s

who come to Haiti, who stay a few days, and

who have no idea of the practical difficulties involved in the administration of such a count1"y.

The

United Stater: 1Jarines and the June ric an military occupation has been exonerated of the majority of the
charges against them.

I think that all tlw ·benefits

that Haiti bas derived from the American occupation
1 R. L. Buell, American Occupation of Haiti, Vol. V, 390.
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justifies th() entry of the Americans into Haiti.
~-

Furthermore, the vast majority of the Ha.i tian people
recognize this fact, and want the United States to
continue in this caracity tmtil she is able to take
· care of it berself.
No ma"wter .how efficient the polioiee are tho
Haitians will coptinue to make protests.
traditional argut~ellt and p:rejudice. 1

It is tbeir

There are at least thl"ee arguments :in favor of
the present system. of gov0rnment.
l. That

·&~he

2

Uni teO. Sttites has· no right under the

treaty to dictate to the ?resident of Haiti,
whether or not elections Ehould be held and that,
apart. from

th~

administration of treaty servi-

ces, the United States is not responsible for
acts of the Bait ian administration.
2. That the Hai tj_an people are not yet ready
for a democratic government; that neither free
elections nor free speech existed in Haiti in
the past; that parliamenta.ry forms were a mock,'

\

ery use a. by the elite to exploit the peasant

·'

:;,

1

E. L. Jones, Car:tbbean_Intexest§ of the United

~lltes,

125.
2

R. L. Buell, American occu:nation of Rait;i., Vol. v, 391.
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masses; and as Dr. W. W. Cumberland, former

=~-

Financial Advisor says:

~-

The imlerican government therefore decided to e.band.on the mummery of an elected
legisl~lture ana a.ocept the fa.ct of an
appointed legislature l.J.Dtil a school sys.,.
tern and popular education could. be ee-

~--~--~~tablish_ed~. .-~-----------------------

,J'

3. The United States had to establish an indQpendent Judicial system in Rai ti, for the hands
of American Occupat.ion would be tied if they
depended upon the na.t i ve court D.
There have been constant war threats in Haiti.
Again, the mighty three hundred radica.ls lead their
campaign on.

A warning has been sent to President

Hoover's commission that, if the Ellect ion had been
made by the Council of State, .American mEl-chine guns
would again have to be used.

They claimed that ten

thousand young Haitians had been ready to

r~volt.

The Haitians wanted assistance and not domination. 1
The attitude towards Americans had not been very good.
The Haitians had wanted everything, but did not want
to give anything for it.

The Americe.n Occupation had

been generally looked upon with deep-seated suspicion.
The United States hus been a great imperial power,
1 "War Threa)lis in Haiti," hlh Diges~, Vol. 17, 16.

.

.

... _ ; . . . - · ~·

·--~~·-.--·-·-.,__,.....;......;... .;....;.....~ .;.~·
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but let us not forget the statement of Charles E.. Hughes
at the Havana Conference.

He statest

It is our desire to encourage stability
in the interest of i11dep endenc e. We
would lea.ve Haiti at e.ny time that we had
reasonable expectations of sto.bili ty, ~.nd

~~~---'-~~--:--~~(tOJ.tld.-he-ass-u~J?ca-t-ha.-t-t-he-w-tttrd:rawal~~::___~~~~~~~~~-

.would not be the ocoa~ion for a reoure
renee of bloodshed, We are endea.vori:ng
in every way to assiet in the establispment of conditions for stability and prosperity. Not that we may stay in Haiti,
but that we may get out ut the earliest
opportunity.
These few words express the ideq and attitude
of the United States toward tllese peoples,

But the

Haitians have gone a little farther, a.nd have sug ...
· gested plans for self-government,

Many plans ha.ve

been suggos·iiod by both Haitians and Americans.

In 1930, there was soma news t-hc;t American
troops were to be withdrawn. · Senator Borah made the
statement that e. civil governor was to be substituted
for the military commissioner. 1 ·This produced many
results.

The Haitians claimed that the appointment

of a civil governor would hurt their pride, and was
a direct insult to the Haitian flag.

Others claimed

that it was merely a change in the name of the office

1 L. J. De Bekker, "Haiti--A Plan for Self-Government,n
~ation,

Vol, 130, 282.
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of the ruler.
plan that was submitted by Placida David of
La Presse is ~s follows: 1
A

l. On April 5 next, the Arne r;toan ae;ents shall
~~~~~~---~s"-=ugge s t

tLt_he_l~o_c_al~g_o_:y_cr_nnH~Jl-t_the.t-in-th(l: _ _ _ _ _~-

intel"est of public peace tha.t the

~residential

election of April 14 pe postponed,
2. On

M~

16, the term of the act'Ual president

normally coming to an end, the representative
of President Hoover shall assume the

r.espon~li

bilit7 of the government.
3. The special American agent shall surround

himself with a council, including some E:ai tian.
representatives, to assist him in the promul ..
gation of executive orders which shall have the·
following objects and shall be issued under the
conditions mentioned:
a. Formation of electoral registration cornmissions.
b. Rules of procedure of legislature alec.;.

t ions ..
c .. Slight modifications of the election of
1 1 •. J. De Bekker, "Haiti--A Plan for Self-Government,"

Nation, Vol. 130, 282.

-~~. ·~·,. '~~

-

-

\
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senators, so as to conform with m6dern
ideas.
d. These executive orders shall be ordered.
within two months.
,!.

'

I,

''

~-----------e-'-'."--------'E=l"'-'e,__o"--~--"'-'~~l=-·o,._.n=--o~f~d=eput.ies

shall b_e

·a.t_th_e·~------

f. On September 30, election candidates.

g. October 10, election of senetora b;r
chamber.
h. October 25, meeting of the assembly for
the vote on the new constitution.
i. On December 15, the presidential election

shall take place.
j. On Decemoor 20, the president shall be

sworn in.
That sounds like a good plan, .!:md this plan
would bring to a close the military regime in Haiti.
However, this is the idea of a Haitian newspaperman
and we should judge it accordingly.

ne takes for

granted that all the Haitians are educated and can
cast an intelligent vote.

But conditions that have

been reviewed in previous chapters more than refute
this plan.

The plan

m~y

be good, but it will cer-

--=----=-------=-,-____-_-
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b_

tainly not wo?k with the people of Haiti.

We should

not forget that it takes an intelligent group of citizens to run a country.
A:nothel' plan was prepared by George N, Leger, e.
native lawyer.

~lJ.e

plt;t.n 1'roposed b¥-_Leg_e_r_ha_s_a_e_v_en______

distinct suggestions:l
l. The creation of

~

provisional government to

take over the reins at the end of the present
administration.
2~

The creation under this provisional govern-

ment as soon as possible of a. regular administration

b~sed

on the election of the legislature by

the people, whlch in turn would elect the people.
3. The abolition of the office of High Commissioner and. tbe restoration of the regular diplomatic representation.
4. The immediate withdruwal of the marines.
5. The abolition of tho office of Financial
Advisor, but tho retention of a Receiver General.
6. Continuation of American assistance in the
sanitary service.
7. The abolition of all other American activities.
1 H. Denny, "War Threats In Haiti", Lit. D!ges.:L Vol. 17,
17.

~---
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This plan a.lso has its f<:iults.

Some of its pro-

visions are very good, but again the Haitians want too
much at one time.

Haiti is not in thE! position to

carry on according to both of these plans.
The great question remains--will Bai ti get her
independence in 1936 according to the present a,ree-

By the treaty of 1916,

ment?

the AmericQ.ns }1av~

agreed to leave !lai t :1. on M@Y 3, 1~::56 .l
of State Stimson says

tl~at

:?ecretar~

"the situation is bad and

distressing and it is certain tha.t our
leading to no satisfactory conclusion."

polic~es

are

It is doubt-

ful whether Haiti will be able to take care of herself in five yearo.
had

·DO

President Hoover 2 says ·that we

mandate to continue the present l"elationship

after 1936, a.nd that we needed to know what steps
should be taken to discharge our obligations to the
Ha.itian people.

We need. a new and definite policy

. looking forWi:il.. d .to the expiration of our treaties.
Several sugg'estions have been made as to what is
',,.('

going to happen to Haiti after 1936.3

It has been

1 B.P.Davis, "Haiti After 1936," Qutlogk, Vol. 154. 444.
2 Ibiu.,

444.

3 Ibid., 444.

B

-·~
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suggested that the United States should obtain additional power for the General Receiver of Customs to
stipervise the Haitian budget; it has been suggested
that after 1936, Haiti might employ Ameriean admi. nistrators of health, public works, edueation, etc.
people vory little.

The great peasant masses have

never exerted the slightest influence in the

pa~t

governments, and are inca.pable of intolligent pa.rtieipation in the affairs of the state.
But now the peasants cannot be easily persua ..
ded to support petty politieians.
ganize a rebel army.

It ls hard to or-

Haitians are all conscious

·that these methods are out of date and would not be
tolerated by the United States.
The most intelligent thing to do, according to
the Hoover Commission, is to do away with the military aspect of occupation.

Greater responsibilities

should be given to the Haitian officials and Haitians
should be

graduo.ll~y-

as soon as possible.

substituted for American officials
All agree that we should leave

Haiti gradually and not all of a sudden as the treaty
calls for in 1936.

When we leave Haiti, she should

have a "well-oiled machinery of government tha.t will
not fall to pieces when the Occupation is over.

~

i-'i-

B-·
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CHAPTER VIII
RESUME
B=

Let us forget the past and think of the future
in Haiti.

We have stu.died Ha.iti before American

Oocup~tion;

we have

lea~ned

of the foreign interests

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~n

Haiti; we bave reviewed and

bli~hment

of

Ame~ican

military

critici~ed

the

esta~

con~itions

and

mili~

tary abuses; we have exonerated the msrinos of the
various charges that have been made; we have commended the a.chieve.ments of the American military occupation; we have seen the financial and economic
progress of the republic; we have oeen the reaction
of the Haitian people; we have seen sugge2tions for
self-government; and we have

propo~ed

policies for

the future of the Republic.
But there are some grave problems in Haiti.
The problem of the people in central Haiti who still
have the characteristics of their African ancestors;
the problem of the so cia.l caste--the extremely poor
I

and the extremely rich; the suffrage problem.

There

)

are few intelligent voters; many Ea it ians are migtating to Cuba and the Dominican Republics, and emigration becomes a problem; the great social problems
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such as marriage, sex relations and vice regulation
hold Haiti back; tho economic problem is very pressing; and education has not gained the widespread
support of the IIaition people.
There is generally preva.lent among the Amarican officials in Haiti a feeling
inefficient and unreliable.

th~t

Haitians are

The Haitians oppose the

movements towards honecty and efficiency.

For ge'Ja."'

Jlerations graft has been recognized as a prerequi ...
site for office.

The men we have sent hs.ve been

honest, efficient and reliable, but they have not
been d iplorna tic. 1 They have knovm how to keep peace
and order by force, but they cannot continue this
forever,

However, we should not .forget all the

great advancements and improvements that the Americans have brought to Haiti.
tion
the

h~~

The spirit of co-opera-

not been secured between the Haitians and

Amel~icans,

and it has been apparent that the

first step in securing the co -opera.ti on of tho Haitian. people should be the g-radual elimination of
military control of all civil affairs.

We should

1 ·H. P. Davis, "Haiti After 1926," Qut_lQolt, 154: 445,
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inaugurate a careful program of substituting Haitians f'or American employees.

This should. be done

so that the Haitians will become familiar with the
details of ~the administrative work, a.nd so that they
may be :roe spons ible, for the results of their adnl_ini=--c--------:strtl.tion.
Haiti bas advanced and
up.

!rhe

pe~s~:p.te

communication~

a.re secure in life anc1

havp opened

:propert~·.,

ttnd

th()y can harvest and sell their c1•ops without danger
of bandits.

Haiti is in the right direction; so we

can begin a gradual removal of the marines.

But

early withdrawal would. surely bring back the bandits
and riots.
There are certain elements in Haiti which

ca~

delay. the development of the country, but they cannot
prevent it.

The duty of the :patriotic Haitians is

to uphold their own government in effectively co-operating with that of the United States, and hasten the
day when they will be able to stand alone.

The al-

ternative to the above is revolution, anarchy, barbarism and ultimate ruin.
When the Hoover Commission went to Haiti in 1930;
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../ it conducted investigations after investigations about
the political situation.

The opposition monopolized

the public hearings all over Haiti.

They dems.nded im-

mediate legislative elections and the end of tho Borpromise, so M. Roy was elected President.
In aooor.dance wi tb the :recommendation, a non ...
mili ta:ry diplomatic re:presenta.ti ve will be sent to
·Haiti as United States Minister when General Russell
withdraws this a.utumn,

He will exercise supervision

and control of the treaty officials in Haiti as long
as they remain.

He will also have the duty and the

responsibility of negotiating with the new Haitian
administration the progressive mea.sures of our withd~awal,

and the degree and extent of American assis-

tance to be 1•endered to Haiti after 1926.

So, there

has been a great change of attitude towards the United
States, since the Hoover administration.

In taking

this action, President Hoover showed the liberal,
friendly and co-operative policy of the United States
towards the Caribbean countries.
1 H. P. Fletcher, "Quo Vadis Haiti," FQreign_Affai.rs,

Vol. 8, 543.
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The recornrnendations of the commission are as
follows:~

1. When we withdraw American doctors, men, etc.,
should agree to continue the wo·.·k.
2. Present improvements should be kept up by
the Haitian government.

can advisors.
4. The

t~ited ~tates

should re-organize the new

Huit ian admini strs,t ion.
5. The immediate wi thdrawa 1 of the marines is
inadvisable •
. 6. The tJnited 8tatcs should limit its activities
to those provided in the treaty.·
These are the main points that have been suggested
by the Hoover Col1lllllssion.

rhe commission also recom-

mends the gradua 1 reduct ion of the marines accoi•ding
to the judgment of the two governments, and according
to the political conditions.
The report of the Hoover commission was better
than was expected.

The Haitians wish that the recom-

mendations will be ce.rried out.

Already the Haitian

Congress is elected and in session.
1

But we hope that

o. G~ Villard, "Haiti Commission Report," l~ation,
Vol. 130; 435.
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she shall Gtdvance gradually.

The weak states all

ovor the world arc passing to protectors.
policy has been to guide, not dominate.

But our
Usually,

taking over cont.rol is a step towards annexation.
So, if the United States cOl'l'tlinued :ln tbie manner,
slle would have e:x.tensi ve annexations,

made our inf;J.uel1C0s

tamporar~

But we hG.ve

find construgtive

:r~ther

than permanent and dostructiv0 of a territory.

Further-

more, it would involve our traditional policies and
:position to allow other powers to interfere,

We have

taken tbe first step towards annexation--establishing
the influences, but annexation will never come.

"Gui ...

dance· Wi thou-~ actual possession" is the policy of the
Uni-~ed

States, and peace will be likely to come,

If the United States government is to go forward
satisfactorily in Haiti with the tremendous job it
bas begun, there must be a careful selection of men
and of policies.

The job in Haiti is a very hard one,

but it can be accomplished by a high type of a.dministration and moral leadership.

It will give Haiti edu-

cation, good religion and clean family life, and these
are the fundamental foundations of a nation.
-

....' .;

Finij)
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